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A bstract

This thesis expands upon the literature in two distinct areas - exploring properties of 

extra neutral gauge boson (Z ') observables, and exploring the phenomenology of the 

Bestest Little Higgs model at the Large Hadron Collider.

In the first Part, it is shown that two well known Z' observables, the centre-edge 

asymmetry and forward-backward asymmetry, can be calculated using only the pseu

dorapidity values of the final state decay products. The benefit of this method is 

that pseudorapidity can be measured very precisely, which reduces systematic uncer

tainties that arise from compounding errors in calculating the full kinematics of each 

event. The forward-backward asymmetry of hadronic final states with large A R  is 

also simplified, as the pseudorapidity of the centroid of such fat jets can be used. 

Additionally, this thesis explores the application of cross section ratios (Z ' —»• ti, 

Z'  —> bb, and Z'  —> t + t ~  to Z'  —» ju+/i~) to exploring the class of models with 

non-universal couplings, such as Topcolor and Technicolor models. It is clear that 

uniquely identifying non-universal couplings necessarily requires measuring decays of 

the Z'  to third generation final states.

In the second Part, the heavy quark sector of the Bestest Little Higgs model 

is explored. W ith an integrated luminosity of 1.14 fb- 1  at the LHC (7 TeV), the 

discovery reach for new heavy top quarks in the model is found to be above 350 GeV 

for two sample regions of parameter space. This is lower than most experimental 

studies suggest since the lightest heavy top partners in the Bestest Little Higgs model



decay to a combination of bW, t Z  and th final states, rather than to a singular decay 

mode. Expanding on this, measurements of the masses of the heavy top partners, 

heavy bottom quark and exotic + 5 /3  charge quark are simulated in the bbW+W~  and 

t t W +W~  final states to explore the capability of the LHC experiments to determine 

the Yukawa coupling parameters, which are necessary for understanding the degree 

of cancellation for the top loop contribution to the Higgs mass. W ith an integrated 

luminosity of 100 fb_1 for 14 TeV collisions, it should be possible to measure the 

masses of either the Te and T5 quarks or the T6 and the B  quarks, the combinations of 

which give insight to different Yukawa parameters, respectively. Measuring all heavy 

quark states will prove to be difficult without a significant increase in luminosity over 

the design goal of 100 fb-1 . The heaviest top partner states are suppressed by the 

available phase space and decay primarily to non-Standard Model final states, which 

results in an event rate that is too low to be seen at 1 0 0  fb- 1  of integrated luminosity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of particle physics explores the fundamental interactions of subatomic par

ticles, and examines the physics present in the universe only moments after the Big 

Bang. The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, established in the 1970s, is cur

rently the best theoretical description of these interactions and has had tremendous 

success in both predicting the existence of new particles and simulating the results of 

high energy particle collisions. However, the SM has not yet been completely verified, 

as one key component - the Higgs boson - has not yet been observed or measured, 

though there are now hints.

From 1983 to 2011, the Tevatron facility in Illinois, USA, pushed the high energy 

frontier by colliding protons and anti-protons at energies up to 1.96 TeV. In 2010, the 

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva, Switzerland, began proton-proton collisions 

at energies of 7 TeV, further expanding the high energy frontier of particle collision 

experiments. While the Tevatron facility successfully verified many aspects of the 

Standard Model and discovered the existence of the top quark, it was only able to 

put stringent limits on the existence of new physics that might exist beyond the SM. 

The goal of the LHC will be to completely verify the particle content of the SM (i.e. 

find the Higgs boson), if possible, and to search for physics beyond the Standard 

Model (BSM).
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Even though the SM has been very successful, there are several reasons to search 

for new physics at energies beyond the SM. The first evidence of this new physics 

should arise in the TeV energy range. These reasons include, but are not limited to, 

the following observations [5]:

•  the Super Kamiokande neutrino experiment [6 ], and the SNO experiment [7], 

have observed neutrino oscillations, indicating that neutrinos have mass, in 

contradiction to the current SM implementation of massless neutrinos;

•  astronomical observations of galaxy rotations and galaxy collisions, such as the 

Bullet Cluster [8 ], indicate that there is some form of very weakly interacting 

dark m atter that dominates the mass content of the Universe but is not included 

in the SM;

•  the universe appears to be composed of matter, as opposed to anti-matter, to 

a degree that is not explainable without some greater degree of Charge-Parity 

(CP) symmetry violation than exists in the SM;

• the SM contains three generations of fermions, but does not have a physical 

explanation for the existence of these generations [5];

•  there exists a huge energy range between the weak scale (~  250 GeV) and the 

energy scale that gravity becomes strong (Mpianck = 1019 GeV), which is known 

as the hierarchy problem within the SM.

Additionally, the SM contains 26 arbitrary parameters, including coupling strengths, 

masses and mixing angles. A fundamental theory with physical explanations for the 

values of these parameters is more desirable.

Due to these reasons and others, particle theorists believe that there must be 

some physics beyond the SM. A number of different theories have arisen to address
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these issues, including, but not limited to, extra dimensions, grand unification, super

symmetry, strong dynamics and collective symmetry breaking. These new theories 

selectively resolve a subset of the known issues with the SM by introducing new in

teractions that should be visible at energies greater than the electroweak scale in the 

SM, but at energies that will be explored at the LHC.

Following a brief introduction to the SM in Chapter 2, this thesis is split into two 

parts: the first part explores physics beyond the standard model through the study of 

the phenomenology of extra neutral gauge bosons, while the second presents a study 

of signatures of a new Little Higgs type model, known as the Bestest Little Higgs 

model.

Part I: Exam ining extra neutral gauge bosons w ith non-universal couplings

Common to many models of new physics is the presence of new gauge particles and 

interactions, which are heavy partners of the weak gauge bosons of the SM. A new 

heavy, neutral gauge boson, commonly called a Z7, has been studied in detail in terms 

of grand unified theories [9-12], but relatively little effort has been made to explore 

Z ' signatures from models arising from other types of symmetries - specifically those 

that result in non-universal couplings [13-29]. Part I of this thesis explores a number 

of new techniques for improving asymmetry measurements as well as presents a study 

of observables that may be able to distinguish properties of a Z'  with non-universal 

couplings. Chapter 3 discusses the details of extra neutral gauge bosons, and the 

models with non-universal couplings that are examined, while Chapter 4 reviews the 

details of the observables and the calculations. An estimation of the capabilities of 

the detectors at the LHC to perform these measurements is given in Chapter 5.
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Part II: Exploring th e phenom enology of the B estest L ittle H iggs M odel

In Part II of this thesis, the details of the phenomenology of a newly proposed Little 

Higgs model [30-32], entitled the Bestest Little Higgs model [3], are explored, focus

ing on the discovery potential and measurements in the heavy quark sector. This 

model addresses a number of issues arising in other Little Higgs models and includes 

unique phenomenology that is not present in other models. In Chapter 6 , details of 

the Bestest Little Higgs model are discussed, including the Higgs potential and elec

troweak symmetry breaking, and the masses of all of the new particle states. Chapter 

7 discusses the details of the discovery of heavy quarks through pair production, and 

the details of determining Yukawa parameters from the masses of the heavy quarks. 

Chapter 8  presents the results of the heavy quark phenomenology.



Chapter 2

The Standard M odel of Particle Physics

To reveal evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model, it is necessary to show a 

distinctive difference between observations and the expected results from SM calcula

tions. Typically a five-sigma test is used to establish the discovery of a new particle, 

where the new signal must be distinguishable from the expected SM results by five 

standard deviations. Thus, greater precision in our understanding of the Standard 

Model electroweak and strong interactions will lead to a greater ability to discern 

new physics. These interactions form the backgrounds that must be addressed when 

considering measurements of new physics at the LHC.

2.1 Overview of the Standard M odel

2.1.1 Electroweak Gauge Bosons and their Interactions

Electroweak theory, originally proposed by Glashow [33], Weinberg [34] and Salam 

[35], unified the electromagnetic and weak interactions by explaining the origin of 

so-called four-Fermi interactions through the mediation of a massive gauge boson.

As we now understand, electroweak interactions follow an SU(2)L x U(l)y  symme

try, which is gauged by four spin-1  fields: W “ =  (W*, W£, W*) gauge the SU{2 ) and

5



Bp gauges the 1/ ( 1), with corresponding coupling strengths g and g'. respectively. 

For an unstable Higgs potential that develops a vacuum energy, this symmetry is 

spontaneously broken to the low energy mass eigenstates: the massless photon, Ap, 

and the massive Z  and W  bosons, Zp and Wp.  These are related to the fundamental 

Wp and Bp fields by the following relations:

Ap = Wp sm 6w + Bp cos 9\v, (2 .1)

Zp =  Wp cos 6w  — Bp sin 6w , (2 .2 )

W± =  (Wl  =F i W l ) . (2.3)

Further details on the Higgs potential is given in the following section.

Electroweak (EW) interactions form a chiral theory, where the SM fermions are 

classified into chiral components - left handed fermions transform as doublets under 

the S U (2)l symmetry while right handed fermions transform as singlets. The fermion 

doublets and singlets are given by,

(2.4)

(2.5)

where the superscript i denotes the generation (i = 1, 2, 3).

The EW Lagrangian [36] governing the interactions of fermions and EW gauge 

bosons, in terms of the mass eigenstates, is given by [36]:

£ e w  =  ~ m i ) ' lPi  +  £ n c  +  C c c

(  \
<

(  \
ViII'"-3 II

Qr — UR 1 d lR

M4II-
q; i

R

C n c  =  ~  t y j l ^ A p  [gT'fsw  +  g % c w ] 
j

~  ^ j l ^ Z p  [ g i f  c w  -  g'YjSw]  ipj
3

=  -  E  0  -  f 5) IT X + + r w ; ]  *

( 2 .6 )
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams involving the interaction of fermions with elec
troweak gauge bosons, ipi represents any chiral fermion. tpLi,j represent any comple
mentary left handed chiral fields.

Here, Yj = q3 — T j  is the weak U(1)y hypercharge for fermion flavour j ,  in terms of 

electromagnetic charge q3 and the third component of the chiral isospin eigenvalue, 

Tj.  T* are the isospin raising/lowering operators, and the coupling strengths are 

related to the fundamental electric charge via the relations: g sin#iy =  g' cos 9w =  e 

(cw = cos Ow and s\v =  sin Ow)- The angle 9w is the weak angle, given by 

sin2 6w =  1 — M jy/M f =  0.23122 (MS scheme). The fields denoted by ip3 repre

sent the fermions listed previously, and the Lagrangian subscripts NC and CC denote 

the neutral current and charged current respectively.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 diagrammatically represent the interactions of fermions and 

gauge bosons as well as gauge-gauge interactions, via Feynman diagrams represent

ing the possible three- and four-point interaction vertices involved in electroweak 

theory [37]. Any purely electroweak interaction can be described schematically by 

using combinations of these vertices and propagators for intermediate particle states.

2.1.2 Electroweak Sym m etry Breaking

To explain the origin of the mass of these gauge fields, the SM electroweak Lagrangian 

includes a scalar Higgs field, q>, which interacts with the gauge fields as in Eq. 2.7.

A
C  = dfl + - ( g 'Y B l  + gTaW “)\<p (2.7)

In this form, it is clear that the four gauge fields do not have a tree level mass
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w-W w

W-W'

Figure 2.2: Three and four point vertices involving only electroweak gauge bosons 
- W ±, 7  and Z°.

term, and thus should be massless. However, a negative mass-squared term (-/i2) 

for the Higgs field results in the Higgs potential being destabilized at the origin. In 

this situation, the Higgs potential is minimized when the Higgs field is shifted by a 

vacuum expectation value (vev), ve w- When shifting ip —>• <p +  vEw, the gauge fields 

develop mass terms corresponding to gvgw and g'vEw from the interaction with the 

Higgs field in the first term in Eq. 2.7. Diagonalizing the mass matrix for the gauge 

fields then results in the three massive gauge bosons shown in Eq. 2.3 - the massive 

weak bosons, W ± and Z°, and one massless gauge boson, the photon, A  (or 7 ).

A Dirac Lagrangian term for a massive fermion is given by which sets

the mass as an arbitrary parameter. In the SM, Dirac fermion masses are generated 

through Yukawa (fermion-scalar) interactions between the fermions and the scalar
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Higgs field when the Higgs develops a vev. These terms take the form of:

£  =  +  vEw)fpi (2.8)
i

where the subscript i refers to the specific fermion species. Thus, the Dirac mass is 

proportional to yiVEw-

2.1.3 Strong Interactions

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is a non-Abelian SU(3)c gauge theory that de

scribes the strong force [36] that mediates the interactions between particles that 

have colour charge, colour charge comes in three varieties for quarks (denoted r, g or 

b) and three anti-colour varieties for anti-quarks (f, g, or b). Strong interactions are 

mediated by the gluon, which carries both colour and anti-colour charges.

Due to the strength of the coupling, as indicated by the name, the strong force has 

a property known as “asymptotic freedom” , where strongly interacting particles can 

only be treated perturbatively at high energies/short distances. At low energies/large 

distances, the strong coupling becomes large and perturbation theory breaks down. 

However, at high energy colliders like the LHC, most strong interactions can be 

treated perturbatively with QCD.

The self interactions of the gluons represent a major component of QCD interac

tions and backgrounds at the LHC and are included in the QCD Lagrangian:

C q c d  =  -  j  F ^ F ^ -  +  i Y ' & ' f W v ’K
9

( D „ ) „  =  Sijdy, +  ig ,  Y  Y A * <2 '9)
a

In this form, iplq are the quark fields for colour i and flavour q, A“ are the gluon fields, 

gs is the strong coupling strength, and f abc are the S U (3) structure constants. The
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F ig u re  2.3: Particle interaction vertices arising from the strong interaction, includ
ing quark interactions and gluon three and four point vertices.

3 x 3  Gell-Mann matrices, A?-, are the generators of the SU(3) transformations. The 

first term represents the gluon self interactions and the second term represents the 

interactions of fermions with the gluons. The resulting QCD vertex diagrams are 

shown in Figure 2.3.

2.1.4 Summary

The particle content of the Standard Model is summarized in Table 2.1 in terms of 

mass and electric charge, and separated into families and generations. The quantum 

numbers of each field in the SM are given in Table 2.2, which determines the charge of 

each field under the appropriate symmetry transformations. The Yukawa couplings 

are absent from these tables, but can be determined through the relationship: A* = 

y/2m i/vEw
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Table 2.1: A listing of the fundamental particles included in the Stan
dard Model [36], including their hierarchy and some of their properties.

Type Family Particle Mass (MeV) Charge

fermion

u-type

quark

up (u) 1.7 - 3.1 + 2 /3

charm (c) 1290±f?o + 2/3

top (t ) 172900 ±  110 + 2/3

d-type

quark

down (d) 4.1 - 5.7 -1/3

strange (s) iooiig -1/3

bottom (b) 41901$° -1/3

e-type electron (e) 0.511 -1

lepton muon (fi) 105.66 -1

tau  (r) 1776.82 ±  0.16 -1

z'-type electron neutrino (i/e) < 2  x 1 0 ~ 6 0

lepton muon neutrino (i^) < 0.19 0

tau  neutrino {vT) < 18.2 0

Type Force Particle Mass (GeV) Charge

strong gluon (g) O1 0

electric photon (7 ) < 6  x 1 0 - 26 0

boson weak Z-boson (Z ) 91.1876 ±  0.0021 0

weak W-boson (W^) 80.399 ±  0.023 ± 1

n /a Higgs boson (H) >  114.4 0

1 This is an assumed value. Experiment does not preclude a mass of 
less than a few MeV.
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Table 2.2: Particle quantum numbers in the SM
Field SU(3)C SU(2)l U(1)Y

uL 3 2 1 / 6

<Il 3 2 1 / 6

ur 3 1 2/3

dR 3 1 -1/3

e-L 1 2 -1 / 2

vl 1 2 -1 / 2

£r 1 1 -1

9 8 1 0

W 1 3 0

B 1 1 0

1 2 1 / 2

2.2 Physics Beyond the Standard M odel

As mentioned, there are many reasons to believe that there is new physics at energy 

scales above those to which the SM has currently been tested. Furthermore, there is 

evidence to suggest that this new physics should arise at the TeV scale. The latest 

high energy collider, the Large Hadron Collider, is designed to specifically search for 

this new physics by significantly expanding the high energy frontier.

2.2.1 Indication for Physics at the TeV Scale

Constraints on new physics arise from precision EW measurements, from measure

ments of meson properties at meson factories, and from direct measurements at high 

energy colliders such as the Tevatron and the LHC. Precision constraints are deter

mined by examining the effects of new physics, such as higher-dimension operators 

that are suppressed by the scale of the new physics, on precisely measured parameters.
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For example, any higher dimension operators that violate custodial SU(2) symmetry 

(such as {h) D ̂ h )2 /  k 2) suggest that the scale (A) for new strongly interacting physics 

must be constrained to A > 10 TeV.

But this does not preclude the possibility of weakly interacting physics at lower 

scales. Loops involving Higgs self-interactions, gauge bosons, and fermions, as shown 

in Fig. 2.4, result in corrections to the mass of the Higgs boson. The top quark loop 

contribution, given by

results in a divergent mass term that scales with A unbounded unless there is some 

physical or dynamic reason why the scale A is cut off at some point. Measurements

200 GeV, which clearly indicates that the Higgs mass is not divergent, and thus there 

must be some cancellation occurring tha t keeps the Higgs mass at the weak scale.

These divergent corrections are typically assumed to cut off at scale A, where A 

represents the approximate scale at which new physics beyond the SM result in a 

cancellation. W ithout such a cancellation from new physics, these parameters would 

necessarily be fine tuned to provide a precise cancellation, from the Planck scale down 

to the EW scale, in order to result in a Higgs mass as indicated by LEP. This is known 

as the hierarchy or fine-tuning problem. Calculations of the loop contributions from 

the top sector, as in Eq. 2.10, as well as the gauge and scalar sectors, indicate that 

the scale at which new physics must arise to cancel these loops is around 1-2 TeV.

(2 .10)

from the LEP collaboration [38] restrict the mass of the Higgs boson to below about



Figure 2.4: One loop divergent contributions to the Higgs mass.

2.2.2 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is built in the former tunnels of the LEP collider 

at the CERN facility in Geneva, Switzerland, and is a proton-proton collider designed 

to achieve energies of 14 TeV. Due to technical difficulties, the LHC ran a t 7 TeV for 

two years, between 2010 and 2011, and is currently running at 8  TeV for 2012, with 

the intent to shut down in 2013 to increase the energy for 2014.

Since the colliding protons in the LHC are hadrons composed of quarks and gluons, 

the energy of each individual interacting parton (quarks and gluons) in any collision 

cannot be controlled. Instead, collision energies depend on the fraction of momentum 

that is carried by the interacting parton, which is statistically described by the parton 

distribution functions (pdf). It is for this reason that the LHC is sometimes referred to 

as a “discovery machine” - it can push the energy frontier, but precise measurements 

are more challenging than at a lepton (electron) collider due to the inability to control 

the energy of each collision.

The LHC has two primary detector experiments for high energy collisions - A Large
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Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS) [39] and the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [40]. 

The capabilities and specializations of these two detectors differ slightly, but both 

are capable of performing the same measurements and thus confirm any results or 

discoveries made. Details of the capability of these detector experiments are crucial to 

predicting the sensitivity of the LHC to new physics and will be discussed throughout 

this thesis, in reference to assessments of the viability of phenomenological studies of 

new particle interactions.



Part I

Exam ining N on-U niversal Extra  

N eutral Gauge Bosons at the LHC
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Chapter 3

Extra N eutral Gauge Bosons

3.1 M otivation

Extra neutral gauge bosons (Z ') [9-12] are common in models of BSM physics, as they 

arise in nearly every scenario that includes an expanded weak sector. To a theorist, 

a Z ' is considered a neutral (charge 0), spin-1, colourless, self-adjoint state (like the 

Z0, it is its own antiparticle). To an experimentalist at the LHC, a Z ' is a resonance 

produced via the Drell-Yan (pp —> i +£~ + X ,  where £ =  e, p) process, with an angular 

distribution of decay products that indicates a spin-1 state. While a Z'  can decay to 

quarks, large QCD backgrounds make it an unattractive channel for discovery, and 

thus lepton pairs are considered a more attractive signature.

While the LHC will be able to push the discovery reach for these types of reso

nances to very high energies [41], understanding the properties of a neutral resonance 

will be crucial to determining its origin. Other possible new states may share simi

lar production and decay modes, such as a spin-0 (sneutrino) in R-parity violating 

SUSY [42,43] or a spin-2 Kaluza-Klein excitation in Randall-Sundrum models [44-46]. 

For this reason, determining the spin is one of the first and most important mea

surements for a Drell-Yan resonance. A number of observables have been designed 

to elucidate the spin and the couplings to other SM particles. While the spin can

17
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be established by examining the angular distribution, or measuring the centre-edge 

asymmetry, determining the fermion couplings is more challenging.

Since the fermion couplings are not immediately apparent upon discovery of a 

new resonance, it is critical to find measurements that are sensitive to these values. 

A number of observables have been developed and explored in the literature that 

can provide insight into these couplings, which are based on measurements of lepton 

final states, including: the total width, the total cross section, the forward-backward 

asymmetry, the rapidity ratio [47], the off-peak asymmetry, the rare decay ratio [48], 

and the associated production ratio [49]. However, it is clear that these measurements 

are unable to isolate individual couplings due to the nature of the hadron collider. 

The energy and polarization of the interacting partons in the proton-proton collisions 

cannot be controlled, and therefore the underlying collision process can only be de

termined based on a probability of being produced from a variety of possible physical 

interactions (uu annihilation and dd annihilation are just two possibilities).

Many studies of Z'  physics focus on grand unified theories (GUT), like those based 

on the E6  symmetry [50-54] or the Left-Right Symmetric model [55-58] that include 

the possibility of a  new gauge boson near the TeV scale, which can be well understood 

through measurements based on lepton final states.

There are a number of models of new physics that include a Z'  with a  natural 

suppression of decays to e and /z pairs, the typical discovery modes, while boosting 

decay rates of hadronic final states [13-29]. These models are collectively known as 

non-universal models, and can have either family or generation dependent couplings. 

The capability of the detectors at the LHC to distinguish properties of these models 

has not been fully explored in the literature, as these models contain an extra param

eter related to the degree of non-universality in the couplings that is fundamentally 

inaccessible with most traditional observables involving only decays to e and /z pairs. 

To fully explore models with non-universal couplings at the LHC, measurements of
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other final states will be critical.

In order to determine as much information about the individual couplings as 

possible, several parameterizations have been developed. Since many observables are 

written in terms of ratios of different quantities, one parameterization [49] involves 

the ratios of squared couplings, which is insensitive to the overall sign of the coupling 

(positive /  negative):

1 l  

U 

D

where Le = Le = L u and L q — Lu = Ld, and Lt and Rt represent the left handed and 

right handed couplings to fermion species i. Each of the measurable observables at 

the LHC can be rewritten in terms of combinations of these quantities.

Another parameterization, developed specifically for the analysis by Petriello and 

Quackenbush [59], considers the sum and difference between squares of couplings, 

such that:

=  (Ll + R i m  + Rl),  

cd =  (L 2q + R 2d)(L2e + R t ),

=  {L2q- R i m - R l ) ,

T 2 
L t

Lj + RV

L2f + RV

L V
(3.1)

=  (L2q - R 2) ( L j - R 2e). (3.2)
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By using Monte Carlo methods to integrate the phase space contribution to LHC 

observables, the values of these parameters can be determined from cross section 

measurements in a model independent way.

However, there are three complications with these techniques, independent of the 

parameterization method:

1. While there are five unique couplings (Lq, Ru, Rd, Lt . R e), LHC observables 

cannot distinguish between all five. As a result, all LHC observables can be 

written in terms of only four parameters. [1 2 ]

2. All couplings of fermions to a Z'  enter into the cross section formulae as squares. 

It is not possible to determine the overall sign of any individual coupling.

3. These parameterizations assume that the couplings within fermion species are 

identical between generations. Since most models have generation universal 

couplings, and observables discussed in the literature do not focus on decays to 

third generation final states, this issue has been overlooked.

Non-universal couplings are therefore not apparent through measurements that 

can be written in terms of either of these parameterization schemes. In such scenarios, 

there are two separate symmetry groups under which fermions may transform and 

thus two separate overall gauge coupling strengths, ga and gs  for symmetries A  and 

B. A  further parameter must be introduced as the mixing of these two coupling 

strengths, ta n <p =  Qa !9b -, to fully describe the Z', which must be tested at the LHC.

Previous work on this subject [2,41,60] found that it may be possible to use the 

capability of the detectors at the LHC to distinguish third generation final states (r, 

b and t) to measure these decay modes of a Z ’. Furthermore, measurements of decays 

to these final states can be used to distinguish not only whether the Z'  couples in a 

universal fashion but also the degree of non-universality, should it be observed. This 

thesis examines the viability of these measurements at the LHC.
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3.2 M odels

The models examined in this thesis comprise two groupings - those with univer

sal coupling strengths, and those with non-universal coupling strengths. Universal 

Z'  models include the grand unification inspired E6 (tp, Xi and V benchmark mod

els) [54,61] and Left-Right Symmetric model variants (Left-Right and Alternate Left- 

Right) [12,62]; Little Higgs inspired models [30-32] (Littlest Higgs [32,63], Simplest 

Little Higgs [64-66], and Anomaly Free Simple Little Higgs [63,67]); 3-3-1 models 

based on expanding the electroweak gauge group [68,69]; and the Sequential Stan

dard Model (a duplicate of the SM Z  boson, with a higher mass). Details of the Z' 

couplings for these models are covered in Appendix A, and are examined in greater 

detail in the literature.

Models with non-universal couplings are generally not included in larger Z'  stud

ies, and are therefore a focus of this thesis. As such, the relevant model details are 

discussed in greater detail below. The three primary non-universal models exam

ined, as representative of the property of non-universality, are: the Ununified model 

(UUM), an Extended Technicolour (ETC) model and a Topcolour Assisted Techni- 

colour (TC2) model. The UUM includes a Z'  coupling strength that is dependent on 

the fermion family - quarks versus leptons, while both the ETC and the TC2 models 

instead have generation dependent coupling strengths.

3.2.1 Ununified M odel (UUM )

The Ununified Model [28,29] is based on an SU(2)q x S U (2); x U(l)y  symmetry, which 

breaks to the SM S U (2)l and a custodial, high energy S U (2) below some scale A. Left 

handed fermions transform as doublets under their respective SU(2)i groups (i = q, I, 

indices represent whether quarks or leptons are charged under the symmetry group), 

and singlets under opposite groups. Right handed fermions transform as singlets
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under both S U (2 ) groups, and hypercharge assignments are the same as in the SM.

After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the mass eigenstates for the gauge bosons 

include a massless photon and two massive Z  bosons. The heavy boson then couples 

to the lepton and quark sectors as:

Qz' =  gz°Cw {Tsq cot 4> — ta n tpT-n), (3-3)

where tp represents the mixing angle characterizing the gauge couplings for the quark 

and lepton S U (2) groups. Small values of sin tp result in an enhanced coupling strength 

to quarks versus leptons.

3.2.2 Extended Technicolour (ETC)

Extended technicolour [24,25] models typically follow an extended gauge structure of 

SU(2)h x SU{2)i, where the left handed component of the lighter two generations of 

fermions transform under the S U (2 )/ and the third generation transforms under the 

SU(2)h. Left handed fermions transform as singlets under opposite symmetries, as 

do the right handed fermion singlets. Hypercharge assignments are the same as in 

the SM.

After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the mass eigenstates for the gauge bosons 

include a massless photon, a SM Z°, and a heavy Z'  that couples only to left handed 

fermions with an enhanced coupling strength to third generation fermions. The cou

plings are given by:

9z< =  9z°cw (T3Z cot <p -  ta n <pT-ih) , (3.4)

where tp represents the mixing angle characterizing the gauge couplings for the two 

SU(2) groups. Large values of sin <p result in an enhanced coupling strength to third 

generation fermions.
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3.2.3 Topcolour Assisted Technicolour (TC2)

Topcolour assisted technicolour [13-18] extends the electroweak sector with a U(l)h x 

U(l)i that breaks to the SM hypercharge U(l)y  and a residual, high scale U(l)'. The 

third generation fermions transform under the U(l)h group while the first two gen

eration of fermions transform under the U(l)i group, with hypercharge assignments 

that are the same as in the SM.

In this type of model, the Z' plays a role in the'generation of the large top quark 

mass by providing a tilting mechanism for the top quark seesaw. After symmetry 

breaking, the Z'  couplings are given by:

9z1 = 'qQzqSwYsm  cot (j),

9z? = ^9z°SwYSMt&n<!>, (3.5)

where <f> represents the mixing angle characterizing the gauge couplings for the two 

U( 1) groups, and the superscripts refer to the fermion generation for the coupling. 

Small values of sin <p result in a larger coupling of the Z'  to third generation fermions.



Chapter 4

Calculations

4.1 Neutral Gauge Bosons

At hadron colliders, a Z'  has the highest probability of being produced through the 

annihilation of a high energy quark - anti-quark pair, and decays rapidly to fermion - 

anti-fermion pairs, as represented in Fig. 4.1. This is known as the Drell-Yan process. 

Due to the small backgrounds involved, the discovery mode at the LHC is typically 

considered as an excess of events within a small invariant mass range in the production 

of lepton pairs. For leptophobic models, the decays to heavy quarks (b and t ) are 

possible direct discovery modes [70,71] but suffer from large QCD backgrounds.

The leading order Drell-Yan process can be described mathematically as follows:

d<J > (pp  Z ',  Z ° ,  7  ->• f f )  =  Y  f  d x ad x bf q( x a , Q 2) f q( x b , Q 2) 
d  cos 0 g J  d  cos 0

+  fq(xa, Q2)fq{Xb, Q2) ^  , (4-1)
a cos#

where d c r / d cost? is given by

(qq -» X ,  Z°, 7  - > / / )  =  { ( l  +  0 1,  COS2 e) S, + 2f), cos 6A, + s O
d c o s 0  *cw s w s  ( \  /  j

(4.2)

24
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Y/ Z, Z'

Figure 4.1: Feynman diagram representing the Drell-Yan production of leptons at 
a hadron collider.

and

^  -  i r ‘M^  ( s - M j + i r j M , )
x ±  L ' f L ) )  ( R l R l  ±  L ‘ L j)

4  = E  , ' 4m'z z , v - , J - M f - i T M J  K s - M j  + iTjMj,  

x {;,■;/.} + 4 4 )  ( 4 4  +  4 4 )  •

In Eq 4.1 and 4.2, Mj and I \  are the masses and width of the photon, SM Z° 

and Z'\ Uj and R lf  are the left and right handed couplings of the gauge bosons to 

fermion species / ;  rrif is the mass of the final state fermion; f q,q(x, Q2) are the parton 

distribution functions (pdf); Q2 is the scale at which the parton distribution functions 

are evaluated, which is taken to be s - the square of the parton centre-of-mass energy; 

6 is the centre-of-mass scattering angle defined by the direction of the interacting 

quark; Nc is a colour factor based on the final state, which has a value of 3 for quarks 

and 1 for leptons; and 0/ = y j  1 — 4m2 / s is a kinematic factor to account for the mass 

of the final state fermions. In my calculations, I used a em = 1/127.9, sin2 9W = 0.231,
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M z — 91.188 GeV, Yz  =  2.495 GeV and m t — 171.2 GeV. The parton distribution 

function (pdf) used was the CTEQ6 M set [72] for calculating the momentum fraction 

of the interacting partons. The Z' width is calculated assuming only decays to SM 

fermions and neglecting Z  — Z'  mixing, as well as neglecting decays to pairs of W ± 

and Z° gauge bosons.

The total Z'  decay width is given by the sum of the partial widths, IV  =  ^  T/,
/

where the partial widths are given by:

r ( z , _  f I )  =  ^  +  i ? )  +  8 £ / f l /^ ) ,  (4.3)

The last term, proportional to the ratio of the decay product mass over the Z'  mass 

is only significant for top quarks, assuming the Z'  mass is relatively light. For a Z' 

mass of 2 TeV, this term is suppressed by more than 1/100. The same suppression is 

present for the S'q term in the differential cross section.

To account for next-to-leading-order (NLO) effects in the cross section, a K-factor 

is included [73]. The K-factor included with the signal cross section accounts for 

soft, collinear initial state radiation effects in addition to virtual gluon loops, as these 

must be considered together in order to remove the infrared singularities [73]. Next-to- 

next-to-leading-order (NNLO) corrections are not included as uncertainties in parton 

distribution functions dominate over such small effects [74,75]. Both QCD [76-78] 

and EW [79-81] corrections are included in the width calculation, however the EW 

corrections were found to be a minor contribution.

Phase space integration of Eq. 4.2 was performed using Monte-Carlo integration 

methods with weighted events, including full interference between the Z'  produc

tion and EW backgrounds. Kinematic cuts were implemented within the integra

tion. Similarly, phase space integration for the QCD backgrounds for hadronic final 

states was performed using Monte-Carlo integration following the distributions in 

Barger and Phillips [82], and compared against WHiZaRD (with O’MEGA matrix
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elements) [83-85] and MADGRAPH [8 6 ] Monte-Carlo event generators. All three 

background calculations agreed.

Higher order effects are not accounted for in the calculation of the back

grounds. These effects are highly dependent on the energy of the event, such that 

<t(NLO)/<t(LO) «  2 at low energy, but cr(NLO)/cr(LO) «  0.3 — 0.4 for Pr{tt) > 

100 GeV [87]. Instead of accounting for this directly, the effects were approximated 

by varying the backgrounds by up to a factor of 2  (i.e. cxQcn(ti) -* 2 .0  x c tq cd (^ ) t°  

observe how this changed the results. Larger backgrounds resulted in poorer statis

tical uncertainties, as expected, but had a smaller effect on models with preferential 

couplings to third generation final states, which is the focus of this study. Addition

ally, the increase in statistical uncertainty can be overcome through higher luminosity 

studies, which the LHC may perform.

4.2 Observables

In principle, observables can be defined based on various integrations over the decay 

angle, 9, as these regions provide different weightings for the combination of initial 

state couplings. In practice, events in ATLAS [39] and CMS [40] are categorized based 

on the energy, transverse momentum, and pseudorapidity of the decay products, and 

the decay angle must be reconstructed from these values. If the four momentum of 

the decay products is given by pj  =  (E j ,px,py,pz) and p j  = (E f ,px,Py,Pz), then the 

common experimental variables are defined as:

Energy: E  = E j  (4.4)

Transverse Momentum : pr = yjp\ + pi =  y/p$ + P§ (4.5)

R apid ity : y =  \  In §±g[ (4.6)

Pseudorapidity : p =  |  In (4.7)
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F ig u re  4.2: Symmetric and anti-symmetric pdf combinations versus Z'  rapidity,
showing the relative contributions to symmetric and anti-symmetric decays.

where |p| =  ^Jp2x + P2y +  P2Z-

The decay angle is measured relative to the direction of the momentum of the 

interacting quark. Since the momentum of each proton at the LHC is carried by both 

quarks and anti-quarks, it is impossible to discern which proton the interacting quark 

originated from, and so the decay angle must be loosely approximated as referenced 

to the boost direction of the boson. This approximation is generally valid since there 

is a greater probability that the momentum fraction of the interacting quark is larger 

than the momentum fraction of the antiquark. Thus, the Z'  has a higher probability 

of being boosted by a higher momentum quark than anti-quark. In the region where 

the boson has a low boost, this approximation fails as there is an equal probability 

that the interacting quark came from either proton.

This is made clear by examining the symmetric and antisymmetric pdf 

contributions, as in Fig. 4.2, where the following notation is used: G f  =
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xaXb{fq{xa,Q 2)fq{xb,Q2) ±  fq(xa,Q 2) fq(xb,Q2))- These are the sum and difference 

of the probabilities of the parton from proton a (an arbitrary assignment) being a 

quark (q ) versus an anti-quark (q),  which can be mapped to the rapidity of the Z \  

Yz<■ It is clear from the antisymmetric combinations, G~, that the probabilities are 

equal in the region of low boost, indicating the challenge in reconstructing 6 versus 

k  — 6 in this region, where the likelihood of the Z'  being boosted in the direction of 

the interacting quark is equally possible for either proton.

Symmetric integrations over the the decay angle are not sensitive to this problem, 

as the total number of events is independent of correctly identifying which proton 

produced the interacting quark, and give information on the sum of the square of the 

left and right couplings (R 2 + L2). Antisymmetric integrations over the decay angle 

are sensitive to this problem, and give information on the difference of the square of 

the left and right couplings (R2 — L 2). It has been proposed that excluding events 

with low Z'  boost, where the centre-of-mass frame is close to the lab frame, can 

increase sensitivity to couplings in anti-symmetric integrations [59], but I found an 

overall increase in statistical uncertainties due to the removal of the large number of 

events in this region. As such, this central region is not excluded in any calculations.

4.2.1 Centre-Edge A sym m etry

A resonance in a dilepton final state (i.e. di-muon, di-electron) can arise from spin-0, 

spin-1, or spin-2 bosons. The resulting angular distribution, da/d cos 9, is dependent 

on the spin of the decaying boson. This is clearly evident in Fig. 4.3 for highly idealized 

angular distributions. Both spin-0 and spin-1 angular distributions are essentially 

model independent: a spin-0 resonance [42,43] cannot have a dependence on z = cos 0, 

while a spin-1 boson has a dependence of oc (1 +  z2). Spin-2 resonances [44-46,88] 

have a dependence up to order i 4, with model dependent coefficients for each z l term.

In my calculations, the spin-0 resonance is represented by an R-parity violating v
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with XX' =  (0.05)2 [42,43], while the spin-2 resonance is represented by an RS graviton 

with c = 0.1 [89]. Current experimental limits and studies on model parameters are 

given in Ref. [42] and [46]. For the Z'  cases, the E6 models (ip, x  and v) [54], the 

Left-Right Symmetric model (LRSM, gr = gi)  [62], both the Littlest Higgs (LHM, 

tan 0H = 1.0) [32] and Simplest Little Higgs (SLHM) [6 6 ] models, and the Sequential 

Standard Model (SSM) are compared. Further details of all of these models are 

covered in Appendix A.

While a measurement of the angular distributions would uniquely identify the spin 

of the boson, these distributions are not directly accessible at the LHC due to the 

convolution of the angular cross section with the parton distribution functions (as in 

Eq. 4.2), detector limitations and finite statistics [1]. Instead, the distributions could 

be reconstructed from the properties of the decay products. However, this is tedious 

and the only important detail is the z dependence, rather than the full distribution

The centre-edge asymmetry provides a measurement that is sensitive to the an

gular distribution of the resonance and looks at the difference between the number of 

events in the central region of z to the number in the outer region, defined by some 

value of z. This is given by:

This asymmetry measurement reduces the large statistical uncertainty present in 

performing a fit to events spread out over a binned distribution. However, this still 

requires the reconstruction of z for each event, which suffers from compounding un

certainties on the event kinematics.

There exists a direct mapping between the centre-of-mass decay angle and the 

difference in pseudorapidity of the final state fermions. Pseudorapidity is measured

itself.

(4.8)
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Figure 4.3: Idealized angular distribution of spin-0, spin-1 and spin-2 S-channel
resonances.

directly for each event in a detector, and, since the difference in pseudorapidity is 

invariant under z-boost, measuring this difference in the lab frame is equivalent to 

measuring it in the centre-of-mass frame:

i r̂jiab = Arj =  In ■ (4-9)

A new centre-edge asymmetry calculation, dependent on At;, can be defined as:

A ce = V 11 7”  1------ > (4-10)

L  * £ > ***

where II is the optimal value of A t; that maximizes the distinguishability of the asym

metry. Following Osland et ai, [90] this value is z = 0.5 —> II =  A t; =  1.099. While 

the asymmetry assumes that A t; is integrable to ±oo, leptons are only distinguishable 

in CMS and ATLAS to within |t;| < 2.5, which limits the integration to |A t;] < 5.



4.2.2 Forward-Backward A sym m etry

The antisymmetric coupling combination of the A q term in Eq. 4.2 is accessible 

through the forward-backward asymmetry, A f b ■ This observable is given by:

A simpler way to measure the forward-backward asymmetry is possible by employ

ing pseudorapidity (77) of the final state fermions, and is currently in use by CMS [91] 

and ATLAS [92] under the name forward-backward charge asymmetry. By tagging 

events as forward if |?7/ |  > |r?/| -» A\rj\ > 0, and backward if the reverse, then the 

A fb  can be identically reconstructed, which can be seen as follows.

Assuming that the mass of the fermion is negligible (rrif ~  0), the momenta in the 

centre of mass frame is defined to be p f  = —pj- Thus, for z — cos(6), then pz =  \pj\z 

is the longitudinal component of momentum. To boost into the lab frame, two boost 

variables can be defined, dependent on the momentum fractions of the interacting

(4.11)

quarks (x a and Xb), P =  — and 7  =  (1  — ft2) 1//2, and find:
x a + x b

p'f  = iPf  +  p-fPz =  IPf  (1 +  Pz) 

P'f,z = PlPf  +  7Pz = 7Pf{P +  z) 

P'f = IPf  +  PlPz = 7P/(1 “  Pz) 

P'lz = P'Wf +  IPz =  7Pf{P -  z). (4.12)

Ijrjl
Pseudorapidity is defined as r? =  -  In 7-:----- -, for p taken in the lab frame, and

2  bl -  Pz
thus the pseudorapidity of each fermion is given by:
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where the dependence on pf  cancels out, leaving only a dependence on the decay 

angle and the boost. Since \z\ <  1 and |/3| < 1 , it is clear that (1  ±  /3z) >  0. It can 

thus be shown that the pseudorapidities can be written in the form:

1 1 +  /3 1 +  2 1 1 +  /3 1 1 +  2

 ̂ = 2lnrrsT^I = 21,1r̂ 8 + 2lnT^
1. 1 +  /3 1 — Z 1 1 +  jd 1 . 1 +  2 (AtA\■n f = - I n  —  -------=  -  In  ---- 7T - - l n - ------ (4.14)
2 1 - / 3 1  +  2  2 1 - / 3  2 1 - 2  v !

Both of these have terms of the form: In — — > 0 for a > 0, and In  ̂—-  < 0 for
1 — a 1 — a

1 1 + / 3  i n  1 . 1 f  2  .
a < 0. Writing these terms as Y  =  -  m  ------ and Z  = -  In  ------ , the pseudorapidity

2 X p 2 1 %
of each final state is given by:

r,f  = Y  + Z

rjf = Y - Z  (4.15)

Thus, \Y + Z\ > \ Y  — Z | when both Y  and Z  are like signed (a forward event), and 

\Y +  Z\ < \Y — Z | when Y  and Z  are opposite signed (a backward event), recalling 

that Y  and Z  are signed the same as y%' (the Z' rapidity, or boost) and z, which are 

the variables necessary for the traditional method of calculating the Afb-

The 7] resolution for leptons is not yet explicitly stated [93] by the experimental 

groups for muons or electrons, as the study is not complete. However, as an estimate, 

the r  candidate r] resolution is listed as < 0.04 (with maximal values of approximately 

-2.5 to 2.5 for the tracking system) in preliminary results. Thus, the systematic 

uncertainties for correctly tagging a forward versus a backward event is dependent 

almost entirely on charge identification of the final states, since the region where A|?7| 

is small also contributes nearly negligibly to the A f b > as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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In these terms, the forward-backward asymmetry is written as:

_9_________________

(4.16)

The approximation on the right hand side is a description of the on-peak contribution

combinations of the parton distribution functions that can be found from Monte-Carlo 

integration of the phase space.

This technique of using pseudorapidity measurements can be applied to massive 

final states also, though the proof is not as succinct. For hadronic final states, the 

rj of the centroid of the jet can be used, assuming missing transverse energy is not 

a significant problem. The usefulness of this technique is clear, as the recent mea

surement of a deviation in the forward-backward asymmetry in the t i  final state at 

Fermilab [94] suggests that a similar measurement at the LHC would be crucial to 

corroborating the Fermilab results.

The ability to identify b- and t-quarks at the LHC offers the possibility of mea

suring forward-backward asymmetries (A Fg ) in heavy quark final states to assist in 

the determination of individual fermion couplings to a Z' [1]. At tree level, the QCD 

production of heavy quarks produces a fully symmetric signal, and all contributions 

to an A fb occur at loop level. Thus, the forward-backward asymmetry in heavy 

quark final states can be very sensitive to new physics.

to the A pb  that more clearly indicates the coupling dependencies. As before, Lqj  and 

R q j  are the left and right handed couplings of the Z'  to the final state fermion ( /)  

and initial state quarks (q), and G f  are the integrated symmetric and anti-symmetric
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4.2.3 Third Generation Ratios

Accessing the couplings of a Z'  to quarks at the LHC is generally studied by examining 

the relative weighting of different regions of rapidity of the Z' (yz1), as with the 

forward-backward asymmetry and rapidity ratio [47] observables, or the technique 

proposed by Petriello and Quackenbush [59]. These assume that we have a very good 

understanding of the pdfs in order to determine the relative weightings of the uu and 

dd (and ss and cc) contributions.

For a Z'  with a large branching ratio to quarks or third generation fermions, it 

may also be possible to consider a measure of an excess of events to third generation 

final states ( t + t ~  ,  bb  and t t )  in order to access information on the couplings [60]. In 

general, the cross section dependence on couplings can be simplified with a symmetric 

integration over yz> and cos 6 to find:

c(pp -> Z'  -> f f )  ~  N cK f  [ c , ( ( R f  )2 +  ( i f ) 2) +  Cd( ( R f f  + ( L f f )

x ( ( R f ) 2 +  ( l f ) 2), (4.17)

where Cu and Cd are dependent on constants and integrations over phase space, 

including contributions from the pdfs, and the subscript /  on the couplings refers 

to the final state fermion. The factor of K f  is an NLO K-factor th a t depends on 

the final state, / ,  and N c is a colour factor, as before. For simplicity, this assumes 

that the couplings for u and c final states are identical, and d and s final states are 

identical, and therefore Cu and Cd account for the like-signed contribution of the 

second generation sea-quark annihilations.

By taking ratios of cross sections, the dependence of the observable on the initial 

state u and d couplings, and the phase space integrations, cancel out. Thus, taking 

the ratio of cross sections of third generation pairs to muon pairs provides observables 

that are dependent only the ratio of the final state couplings, and the K-factor, while 

avoiding the potentially large pdf uncertainties [59]. The observables R t/^ : Rb/fi and
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Rr/y, are given by:

=  a i f p ^ Z ' ^ t t )  _ 3 K t (Ll +  B°)
a{pp -> Z' -> /1+/1-) ~ (ij + flj)

_  a f j v ^ Z ' ^  65) +  .

=  a ( p p ^ Z ' ^ ^ - ) ~  (Ll + Rl)  ( 4 1 9 )

=  <x(pp - > ? - >  t + t - )  _ ( l ;  +  f?t ) 
tr <r(pp-» Z ' - > /J+/1-) ~  (Ll  +  R l ) ’

where Lf and Rf are the left and right handed fermion couplings to the Z' and the 

K  factors incorporate both the QCD and QED NLO correction factors [73,76]. The 

factor of three in the hadronic ratios accounts for the three colours of quarks. It is 

clear that these observables are independent of the parton distribution functions.

For models with generation dependent couplings, all three ratios should present 

distinctive results. However, for models with quark-lepton dependent couplings, such 

as the Ununified model, only the top and bottom  ratios will provide interesting results, 

and the tau ratio should present a value of unity, similar to all models with universal 

couplings. In this way, these three observables are capable of uniquely identifying 

the non-universal nature of couplings - either generation dependence or lepton/quark 

dependence.

In terms of the parameterization of couplings discussed in 3.1, the third generation 

quark ratios can be rewritten as:

Rt/„ »  K i l ( U  + l) (4.21)

»  K-iUD  1 1, (4.22)

R t/h ~  tan 4 <f> («  1 universal), (4.23)

where j gL, U and D  are defined in Eq. 3.1. It should be noted that all other observ

ables in the literature are unable to give information regarding the -yqL parameter [1 2 ]
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or the mixing angle for models with non-universal couplings, which makes these mea

surement invaluable for elucidating the properties of a Z ' a t the LHC. For models 

with generation universal couplings, the r  to fi ratio should result in a value of unity.

4.3 Identification and Backgrounds

The ATLAS [39] and CMS [40] detectors have four layers that contribute to identifi

cation of different final states. The first layer is the tracker, which tracks the curved 

path of the particles due to the applied strong magnetic field. The second is an elec

tromagnetic calorimeter, which records the energy deposited by electrons and hadrons 

(and photons). The entirety of the energy of relativistic electrons is expected to be 

deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter, prior to reaching the third layer. The 

third layer is a hadronic calorimeter, which absorbs the remaining energy of hadronic 

jets. The final layer is a muon detector, which measures the long lived muon tracks.

To a first approximation, only five states can be identified: photons, muons, elec

trons, hadrons and missing transverse energy (indicating either neutrinos or new “in

visible” physics). However, the decay products of the electroweak gauge bosons and 

third generation fermions produce distinctive signatures that can be reconstructed to 

a certain degree. Much effort has been devoted to establishing the best techniques to 

distinguish these final states in order to better understand each individual collision, 

as well as to understand the contributions of background processes to measurements 

of new physics.

From a phenomenological perspective, these can be approximated as detection 

efficiencies that vary based on the kinematics of the collision. The efficiencies used in 

this analysis are discussed in this section.
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4.3.1 M uons and Electrons

Muons and electrons leave very distinctive signatures in both ATLAS and CMS. 

Recent studies for the ATLAS working group [93] suggest an identification efficiency 

above 95% for muons with pr > 30 GeV, and above 90% for electrons with pr > 30 

GeV. In this analysis, it is assumed that backgrounds that can fake a di-muon or 

di-electron signal are negligible.

4.3.2 B ottom  Quarks

A number of 5-tagging algorithms have been developed for ATLAS and commissioned 

with the 2011 dataset. The most promising methods are based on the IP3D algo

rithm, which employs a likelihood ratio technique that compares actual data to Monte 

Carlo simulations. The IP3D +JetFitter algorithm is typically quoted in experimental 

papers, as it provides the best rejection against light jets, and gives an efficiency of 

eb — 70% with only ehmistag =  1% [95] of light jet events faking a b-jet. It is possible to 

increase the rejection of light jet events by tightening the requirements in the tagging 

algorithm, and thus similarly reducing the tagging efficiency. An order of magnitude 

improvement in the rejection rate corresponds to an approximately 2 0 % decrease in 

tagging efficiency.

These predictions come from examinations of t t  events, and are valid up to a 

transverse momentum of pr,jet ~  400 GeV. The rejection against light jet events 

drops as the energy of the jet increases, which can be offset by employing tighter 

tagging. Prior to comparison against real data, the tagging efficiency was typically 

cited as eb =  60% with ejtmistag =  1% [93].

In the study reported in this thesis, I assume a tagging efficiency of eb — 60% 

for each b quark with ejtmiStag — 1 %, as these are the values that were published 

at the time of the original study [2]. QCD production of bb events are the primary
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irreducible background, with dijets forming the primary reducible background.

4.3.3 Top Quarks

Top quarks decay approximately 100% of the time to a W~*~b final state. However, the 

on-shell W  decays only 67.6% of the time to hadrons and 21.3% of the time to t + v 

(where I  =  e,p).  In tt  final states from Z'  decays, three decay modes are typically 

considered: fully leptonic (tt —> W +W~bb —> t +vti~vtbb), with a combined branching 

ratio of 4.5%; semi-leptonic (tt —» W +W~bb —> £+uejjbb), with a branching ratio of 

28.8%; and fully hadronic (tt —> W +W~bb —> j j j jb b ), with a branching ratio of 

47.5%.

The fully and semi-leptonic modes have the benefit of avoiding purely QCD back

grounds, but suffer from missing information about the event through missing trans

verse energy, $ T. The fully hadronic mode suffers from large QCD backgrounds, 

including the production of tt events through gluon fusion and also large fake rates 

for purely light jet processes.

Recent work based on the examination of the jet substructure from highly boosted 

top quarks have found a tagging efficiency above 40% for top quark events that satisfy 

Pt  > 600 GeV, and a mistag rate of about 4% [96]. Other studies have suggested 

a 35-45% efficiency may be possible for a mistag rate of around 1% [97] for highly 

boosted top jets.

The irreducible tt  backgrounds cannot be avoided. However, purely QCD 

mistagged events (such as dijet) can be reduced by using the semi-leptonic mode 

and assuming a sort of collinear approximation in order to reconstruct the invariant 

mass of the event given the large missing transverse energy. This requires that the 

energy of the top quark is large with respect to its mass. However, this method is 

not the focus of this thesis.

In the study reported in this thesis, I assume a tagging efficiency of et — 40% for
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each top quark in the fully hadronic final state with tj^mistag =  1%, as these are the 

values that were published at the time of the original study [2]. Similar to the bottom 

quark signal, QCD production of tt events are the primary irreducible backgrounds, 

with dijets as the primary reducible background.

4.3.4 Tau Leptons

There are three possible decay modes to consider for pair production of tau  leptons: 

fully leptonic (where r +r “ —> v Tv T£+ £ ~ v v ) ,  with a branching ratio of 12.4%; semilep- 

tonic (where t +t “ —» v r v r £ v  +  jets),  with a branching ratio of 45.6%; and purely 

hadronic events (t + t ~ —> vTv T + jets),  with a branching ratio of 42%.

Of hadronic r  decays, ~  77% have one charged pion track (one-prong), with a 

tagging efficiency of 50% and a mistag rate of 0.1%, and ~  23% have three charged 

pion tracks (three-prong), with a tagging efficiency of 2 0 % and a mistag rate of 0 .1%, 

both for events with a Et  > 100 GeV [93].

Due to the low rest mass of the tau  lepton, the collinear approximation is valid 

for t +t~  events, and is assumed to be applied to reconstruct the invariant mass 

of the t + t ~ system. This is true even for semileptonic decays, for which the dijet 

background is negligible. Thus, in practical situations, the semileptonic decay mode 

may be preferable. The primary background for this mode is W +W~,  though a large 

portion of events can be reduced since the on-shell, hadronic W  can be vetoed against 

by reconstructing the larger invariant mass of the W  -> j j  decay, and by examining 

A<f> between the lepton and jets. However, the only fake backgrounds considered here 

are dijets, as the fully hadronic final state is analyzed.
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4.3.5 Tagging Summary

Since the Z'  decays to pairs of fermions, I have applied an overall fermion efficiency 

that accounts for branching ratios as well as tagging for both final states. These 

values are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Summary of the overall efficiencies used for estimating the number of
events observed of the given fermion species. The overall efficiency is the tagging 
efficiency for the observed fermion decay mode times the BR to that final state, 
squared (one factor for each fermion).

Channel Overall ej Jet M istag t j

Z'  —» p +p~ 0.92 n /a

Z' —> T+T~ 0.08 2 .0  x 1 0 ~ 6

Z'  -» bb 0.36 2.5 x 10~ 5

Z'  —̂ tt 0.075 1 .0  x 1 0 “ 4

4.4 Kinematic Cuts

The values for the fake rates and efficiencies assume the ideal case of perfect alignment 

within the inner detector and no pile-up. Since tracking is only available within 

(77) < 2.5, events in which one or both fermion tracks lie outside this region are 

excluded. In general, a cut of pr  > 20 GeV is necessary for flavour tagging. For 

hadronic decays of r , b and t fermions, a stronger pr  cut, pr > 0.3Mz>, is instead 

used on the reconstructed momentum of the hadronic jets to effectively reduce both 

the irreducible and dijet backgrounds as compared to the signal. Since the events from 

the decay of a Z'  tend towards a harder pr  distribution than the QCD backgrounds, 

a larger percentage of Z'  events pass this cut than the QCD backgrounds [60]. In 

order for the phase space contributions to cancel out in the ratio observables, these
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cuts are also applied to the muon final states for the ratio observable calculations 

(but not for the A ce and A f b )-

Figure 4.4 (a) shows the invariant mass distribution of a Z'  decaying to bb for 

several models, the QCD bb backgrounds, and the light dijet backgrounds without 

cuts or tagging. Figure 4.4 (b) shows those events that pass the strong pr  cut, but 

without tagging. Fig. 4.4 (c) shows the reduction of the light dijet background after 

taking into account detector efficiencies and fake rates. Figure 4.4 (c) clearly shows 

that the application of appropriate flavour tagging algorithms reduces the light dijet 

backgrounds to a level where a meaningful measurement should be possible.

Only events within an appropriate invariant mass window around the reso

nance mass are included to improve the signal to background ratio. Events within 

|Mz> — M / f  | < 2.5Tz> are included when calculating the total signal. This restricts 

the background events to the kinematic region directly under the resonance peak. 

However, this introduces an additional experimental uncertainty due to detector res

olution, which smears out the resonance peak, effectively reducing the number of 

signal events in the peak. Because the ratios of cross section measurements (bb, tt, 

and t +t ~ to p,+ final states), include different energy resolutions for each final 

state involved, the numerical value of the observables will shift from the ideal ratios 

of couplings. Thus, it will be important to understand detector resolution to accu

rately extract the underlying cross sections and coupling dependence. In addition, 

the reduction of the measured signal due to smearing, as compared to background, 

will increase the experimental errors.

To properly account for detector resolution requires a realistic, detailed simulation 

for the specific particle identification algorithms being used. This subject is evolv

ing rapidly, and experimentalists are constantly improving their understanding of the 

energy calibration of the LHC detectors. To gauge the importance of detector reso

lution, I used estimates from recent detector studies and included them by applying
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F ig u re  4.4: bb invariant mass distributions for QCD bb background (solid, dark),
light dijet background (solid, grey), and a Z'  with Mz> =  2.0 TeV for the LRM (dot- 
dash), UUM (dot-dot-dash), and LH (dashed) models, (a) Only includes detector 
acceptance cuts of pr > 20 GeV and |r/| < 2.5. (b) Also includes pr  > 0.3Mz> cut, 
as described in the text, but before including tagging efficiencies, (c) Includes the 
application of cuts, tagging efficiencies, and light jet rejection rates given in Table 4.1.
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a Gaussian smearing to the final state momentum. Studies by the ATLAS collabo

ration expect between 3% and 5% energy resolution for TeV scale hadronic jets [93] 

(although the current ATLAS jet calibration gives 5% resolution [98]). This broad

ens the resonance, reducing the number of measured signal events within the same 

invariant mass window. Signal significance may therefore be significantly reduced for 

narrow resonances where this smearing dominates over the width.

To see how detector resolution affects measurements, the results for the ideal case 

of no smearing and for a more realistic case of 5% jet energy resolution for b and t 

final states and 3% for muon final states are compared. For the bb case I found that 

for the chosen mass window, as expected, detector resolution has the greatest effect 

for the narrowest resonances (e.g. the Z (,) with virtually no effect on the broadest 

states (e.g. the Z'UUM). This is shown in Fig. 4.5, where the ratio of the measured to 

ideal cross sections is plotted versus the width of the Z'  for several values of energy 

resolution. The situation for the tt final state is less conclusive. A recent ATLAS 

study [99] gives a resolution of 4.6% for the t t  invariant mass from a narrow resonance. 

However, another ATLAS study [100] gives a resolution of 9-10% for a 1 TeV Z'  with 

width Tz' /Mz '  =  3.3%. The range of these expectations demonstrates the difficulty 

in trying to predict the effects of detector resolution for these measurements.

Using the same procedure used to gauge the importance of detector resolution for 

the bb channel, as in Fig. 4.5, I found that a usable signal can be measured in the 

both the bb and tt  channels for all models considered in this paper except for possibly 

Zv and Z$. This is consistent with the findings of Barger, Han and Walker [101].

Reconstruction of r +r “ final states are complicated due to the missing energy 

from the neutrinos in the r  decays. LHC studies of r +r “ final states with respect to 

Higgs searches have found a resolution on the reconstructed Higgs mass of M # ~  10% 

[99,102,103]. This mass resolution is not included in the results.

Thus, an estimate is provided for the effects that detector energy resolution will
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of events remaining after including energy resolution smearing 
for a fixed invariant mass window based on the Z' width. From top to bottom, lines 
correspond to 3%, 5%, 7% and 9% energy resolution. Data is taken from model based 
simulations with actual decay widths of the Z'  from the model, given as a fraction of 
the Z'  mass.

have on the precision of the measurements, past experience shows tha t experimen

talists eventually exceed initial expectations. In addition to this, the reduced signal 

to background caused by detector resolution can be mitigated to some extent by 

higher luminosities and better identification efficiencies, which would improve overall 

statistics.



Chapter 5

R esults

5.1 Cent re-Edge Asym m etry

The usefulness of using the A77 distribution, and correspondingly defined centre-edge 

asymmetry, to distinguish the spin of the resonance is clear, as shown in Fig. 5.1. This 

form of the centre-edge asymmetry is as distinctively capable of distinguishing the spin 

of a resonance as one based on the angular distribution, but trivializes the calculation 

and reduces any contribution from energy scale uncertainty to the calculation.

Many of the resonances exhibit narrow widths, such that the observed width 

may be dominated by smearing effects due to energy resolution effects in the de

tectors. Events within one dilepton invariant mass bin, as defined by the ATLAS 

TDR [104] are used for the centre-edge asymmetry measurement, which corresponds 

to A M  =  42.9 GeV for a 1.5 TeV resonance, as in Ref. [105]. Increasing the size 

of the invariant mass window for broader peaks would result in a larger number of 

events passing selection cuts, thus would reduce the statistical uncertainty, but may 

increase backgrounds.

Table 5.1 shows the expected centre-edge asymmetry for spin-0, spin-1  and spin-2  

resonances, analogous to the study performed by Dvergsnes, et al. [106], assuming 

muon final states with 96% detection efficiency [93]. From Table 5.1 it is clear that

46
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Figure 5.1: Normalized A77 distribution including detector acceptance cuts ( |^ | < 
2.5, pTi > 20 GeV) and only including events within |M r  — Mj+j-| < 0.5 AM . These 
cuts reduce the number of measurable events with large values of |Ar?|. R  — v (black), 
Z'  (dark grey/orange), G (light grey/yellow), where only one spin-1  distribution is 
shown due to the model independent nature of the spin-1  measurement.

if a Z'  were observed, a G or v  could be ruled out. Likewise, an A ce measurement 

would strongly discriminate against the Z'  or v hypothesis if a G were observed.

5.2 Forward-Backward Asym m etry

Lepton Final States

Figure 5.2 shows the normalized distribution of forward minus backward tagged 

events, dependent on the rapidity of the Z', using the A|r/| tagging method. As 

in the conventional method for finding the A fbi forward minus backward tagged 

events cancel out in the central region of yz< due to the equal probability of either
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Table 5.1: A c e  values with corresponding statistical uncertainties for 100 fb-1
integrated luminosity, prt >  20 GeV, \rji\ < 2.5, within one bin A Mi+i- =  42.9 GeV 
and M r = 1.5 TeV. Also shown are the expected number of total events for each 
model assuming 1 0 0  fb- 1  integrated luminosity.

M odel A ce ±  5A ce N  Events

Eg X -0.106 ±0.017 3875

E g ip -0.095 ±  0.022 2223

E g V -0.092 ±  0.021 ■ 2480

LR Symmetric -0.099 ±  0.018 3350

Sequential SM -0.097 ±  0.016 4162

Littlest Higgs -0.095 ±  0.001 6217

Simplest Little Higgs -0.094 ±  0.017 3542

RS Graviton +0.228 ± 0 .0 1 1 8208

R-parity violating z> +0.055 ±  0.066 251

proton contributing the interacting quark. In this region, there is a higher probabil

ity of incorrectly assigning the forward or backward direction, which gives a small 

“wrong” contribution to the A f b  measurement, as discussed in 4.2. For this reason, 

it has been suggested that the central region, \yz>\ < Vmin, be excluded in the mea

surement [107]. This effect is statistically insignificant, however, and the coupling 

dependency of the forward-backward asymmetry can still be determined without this 

constraint on \yz>\ [47].

Another consideration in the issue of excluding the central region is that the num

ber of events that remain after subtracting (F — B)  in this region is small, as evident 

from Fig. 5.2, while the total number of events in this region (F+ B )  is large. Exclud

ing the events in the central region would increase the magnitude of A f b , by reducing 

the number of events included in the denominator, potentially making models more 

numerically distinguishable. However, it can be shown that increasing ymin results in
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Figure 5.2: AFB as a function of the Z'  rapidity using A|r/| to distinguish forward 
from backward tagged events. From top to bottom, the models are LHM, LRSM, 
SLHM, SSM, EqT), EgX- The Z' rapidity is defined as Yz , = § ln f ± g .

an increase in the relative statistical uncertainty. The percentage statistical uncer

tainty is proportional to 1 J \ fN ,  which decreases as total events increase. I therefore 

conclude that little is gained by excluding events with small yz<, and suggest that 

the whole rapidity region be included to decrease relative statistical uncertainty and 

further simplify the AFB measurement.

Using this method, the AFB was calculated for the Eq models (U,X,??) [54], the Left 

Right Symmetric model [62], the Littlest Higgs model [32], the Simplest Little Higgs 

model [6 6 ], and the Sequential Standard model. The on-peak versus off-peak AFB 

values are plotted in Fig. 5.3, where on-peak includes events which satisfy |Mt+t- — 

Mz>\ < 3Tz> and off-peak includes events which satisfy 2/3Mz > < M t+t- < Mz>—3Tz>, 

similar to the cuts used by Petriello and Quackenbush [59].

It might also be possible to include some events in the forward regions of the

LRSM SLHM
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F ig u re  5.3: A fb off-peak versus on-peak for a variety of models, including de
tector acceptance limits and kinematic cuts as previously listed. Standard Model 
measurement determined from the standard model Drell-Yan cross section, with on- 
peak events within |Mi+i- — Mz> \ < 100 GeV and off-peak events within 2 /3Mz' < 
Mi+i- < Mz< — 300 GeV to include sufficient statistics, at 100 fb-1 .

calorimeter (FCAL) using this technique. While a muon signature appears as missing 

Et  in the FCAL, it may be possible to distinguish an electron from a jet in the 

FCAL due to the differences in the showering. The signal would require triggering 

off of a single, high pr  electron in the \r)\ < 2.5 region, with an electron-jet in the 

FCAL. Determining the charge sign of the single electron in the central regions would 

distinguish whether this is a “forward” or “backward” tagged event. It is not clear 

what the signal efficiency of this method is, as reducible backgrounds include W  +  j  

and others that might have low rejection rates. Extending the rapidity range has the 

potential of increasing the statistics and remains an interesting possibility for further 

study.

I ■ I ■ I 1 I ■ I ■ I
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Hadronic Final States

As in all measurements involving third generation fermions, the challenge is extracting 

the events of interest from a large standard model background and accumulating suf

ficient statistics to make a meaningful measurement. The QCD backgrounds (heavy 

quark production and light jet mistags) for these measurements are forward-backward 

symmetric at tree level, which should allow a heavy quark A fb to be sensitive to the 

presence of a Z', or other new physics. Rather than subtracting out the backgrounds, 

the totals of signal plus backgrounds is included in the forward and backward regions. 

Since the backgrounds are symmetric, they do not contribute to the numerator of 

Eq. 4.16, but do for the denominator. In a practical scenario, it would be impossible 

to determine a priori which events arise from the Z' signal versus the background, 

and so this more reasonably simulates a measurement at the LHC.

Figure 5.4 shows the expected results for the A fb in the bb and tt channels for 

several models assuming Mz> — 1.5 TeV, L  =  100 fb- 1  for 14 TeV collisions, and 

the kinematic cuts described in Sec. 4.4, not including detector resolution effects. 

While large uncertainties are apparent for some models, a reasonable measurement 

can still be expected for many models that have universal couplings, including the 

Left-Right Symmetric Model, the various Little Higgs models, and models with non- 

universal couplings. Table 5.2 gives the corresponding numerical values for A-fb and 

the statistical uncertainties that can be expected for 1 0 0  fb-1  integrated luminosity.

To estimate the effects of detector resolution on the A fb  measurement, Fig. 5.5 

shows the same measurement but includes the detector resolution as described earlier. 

The broadening of the peak from smearing results in larger statistical uncertainties 

due to the larger number of background events included. Figure 5.5 assumes an 

integrated luminosity of 300 fb-1  to improve the statistical uncertainty. Taking into 

account detector resolution both reduces the statistics and shifts the observed values
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Figure 5.4: ABB (black bars) and ABB (grey bars) for a Z'  with a mass of 1.5 TeV. 
Statistical errors include contributions from QCD backgrounds and light dijets as
suming 1 0 0  fb_1 luminosity.

for the Afb measurements. While the AFB still has some resolving power with bb 

final states it is not clear how useful the tt final states will be, due to low statistics 

arising from branching ratios and tagging issues. It is possible that if some effort 

were made to disentangle detector resolution from the underlying cross section these 

results could be improved. Nevertheless, I expect tha t A f b  measurements would still 

be useful to constrain the Z7-fermion couplings as part of a global fit.
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Figure 5.5: A h) B (black bars) and A ^ B (grey bars) including detector resolution as 
described in the text. Statistical errors include contributions from QCD backgrounds 
and light dijets assuming 300 fb_1 luminosity.
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Table 5.2: A f b  values for b- and t-quark final states with corresponding statistical 
uncertainties, assuming Mz> = 15 TeV and L = 100 f t r 1. Cuts include pr  > 
0.3 Mz'  GeV, \r)t,b\ < 2.5, within \AMqq — Mz'\ < 2.5IV- The first set of data, labelled 
as “ideal detector” , do not include detector resolution smearing for the final state 
fermions, while the second set of data does include the effects of detector resolution.

Model A ^ b ±  5Afb A bpB ±  fiAfpB A ^ b i  SA^b A bFg i  fiAbFB
ideal detector including detector resolution

e 6 X 0.00 ±  0.02 0.060 ±  0.011 0.00 ±  0.03 0.017 ±  0.016

e 6 0.00 ±  0.03 0.000 ±  0.016 0.00 ±  0.05 0.00 ±  0.02

E g v 0.00 ±  0.03 0.013 ±  0.014 0.00 ±  0.04 0.00 ±  0.02

LRM 0.097 ±  0.016 0.181 ±  0.007 0.04 ±  0.02 0.075 ±  0.011

ALRM 0.146 ±  0.019 0.032 ±  0.013 0.04 ±  0.03 0.006 ±  0.016

UUM 0.144 ±  0.007 0.189 ±  0.004 0.073 ±  0.011 0.094 ±  0.006

SSM 0.049 ±  0.014 0.112 ±0.007 0.02 ±  0.02 0.044 ±  0.010

TC2 0.069 ±  0.017 0.027 ±  0.010 0.02 ±  0.02 0.01 ±  0.01

LH 0.114 ±0.012 0.158 ±  0.006 0.047 ±  0.018 0.063 ±  0.009

SLH 0.086 ±  0.018 0.136 ±  0.009 0.03 ±  0.03 0.042 ±  0.014

AFSLH 0.079 ±  0.019 0.124 ±  0.010 0.02 ±  0.03 0.035 ±  0.015

3-3-1 0.050 ±  0.018 0.083 ±  0.010 0.02 ±  0.03 0.023 ±  0.014

ETC 0.058 ±  0.011 0.086 ±  0.006 0.022 ±  0.015 0.031 ±  0.008
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5.3 Third Generation Ratios

5.3.1 M odel Discrim ination using t t  and bb to  fi+fi Produc

tion Ratios

The results shown in this subsection include the assumption that a Z ' has been 

discovered and its mass and width measured [51,108-110] such that the appropriate 

M q q  and p r  cuts described in Sec. 4.4 can be applied. Results include statistical 

uncertainties for signal plus background, including mistagged light jet events, for 

efficiencies , ebi, and ett from Table 4.1. These observables assume that the 

event excess from the Z'  signal can be extracted from the background events in order 

to relate the ratio of cross sections to the Z'  couplings.

The results for Rb/^ and R t/^ are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, where Fig. 5.7 

expands the view to show the distinctive measurements that would be observed for 

models with non-universal couplings. The error bars include the lcr statistical un

certainties based on events for an integrated luminosity of L = 100 fb-1. It is clear 

that the measurements for models with non-universal couplings and mixing param

eters that result in large couplings for third generation quarks are quite distinctive, 

making this a possible hallmark measurement for these models.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 display the results for Rb/^ and R t/^ including a detector 

resolution of 5% for b and t  final states, and 3% for muons. Comparing Fig. 5.9 with 

Fig. 5.7, it is clear that the effect of resolution is small for broad models such as ETC, 

TC2 and UUM. On the other hand, the effect is much more significant for the narrow 

models such as the E6, SLH, and AFSLH models, affecting both the ratio value 

and the expected statistical uncertainty. There are two approaches to account for 

resolution effects in these measurements. The experimentalists can try to disentangle 

resolution effects from the underlying cross section to give the “theoretical” cross
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Figure 5.6: Measurements of the ratio of t t and bb to cross sections within
2.5F of Mz>, for models with universal couplings. Black bars correspond to expected 
lcr statistical uncertainties for M z1 =  1.5 TeV and grey bars to Mz> = 2.5 TeV.

section or they can compare to Monte Carlo simulations that account for detector 

resolution. In any case, the sensitivity of measurements for narrow models to detector 

resolution will lead to systematic uncertainties in the measurements that need to be 

taken into account.

For some models, including models with non-universal couplings (i.e. the E§ model 

and the LR Symmetric models), the predictions for R b and R t/̂ t are dependent on 

the mixing angle between subgroups in the model. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.10 

which plots the ideal Rt — Rb/M ratio values while varying the mixing parameters.
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Figure 5.7: Measurements of the ratio of tt and bb to /i+^~ cross sections within
2.5T of Mz'i  for models with non-universal couplings. Black bars correspond to 
expected lcr statistical uncertainties for M Z’ =  1.5 TeV and grey bars to M z > =  
2.5 TeV.

These ratios were determined for a Z'  mass of 1.5 TeV, although only the uncertain

ties are sensitive to M z > - the observable values are stable over the viable Z'  mass 

range. The following ranges for mixing angles were used: for the LR Symmetric 

model, both with standard and alternate isospin assignments, the mixing parame

ter is constrained by 0.55 < {qr/Ql ) <  1 [55]; for the UUM, <f> is constrained by 

0.22 < sin (j) < 0.99 [111]; and for the remaining models no specific limits could be 

found in the literature that were not directly tied to the mass of the Z'. Some regions 

of parameter space result in overlap in the R t/tl — measurements, as shown in 

Fig. 5.10. Consequently, other measurements will be necessary to distinguish between
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F ig u re  5.8: Measurements of the ratio of t t and bb to cross sections within
2.5r  of Mz> including detector resolution of 5% for b and t final states, and 3% 
for muons. Figure includes models with universal couplings, with labelling is as in 
Fig. 5.6.

models for these values of the model parameters.

It is important to note that the region of overlap in the R t — Rb/n plane between 

models with and without universal couplings occurs for parameter values that are not 

of particular interest. In the case of the UUM model, the overlap occurs for parameter 

values where leptons have preferential couplings and in the case of the ETC and TC2 

models the overlap occurs when the first two generations of fermions have preferential 

couplings. Since these models are constructed such that the top quark plays a role in 

EWSB, one would not expect their mixing angles to take values in the overlap region.

A final observation is that the UUM and ETC models are indistinguishable using
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Figure 5.9: Measurements of the ratio of tt  and bb to cross sections within
2.5F of M i'  including detector resolution of 5% for b and t final states, and 3% for 
muons. Figure includes models with non-universal couplings, with labelling is as in 
Fig. 5.7.

only measurements of Rt/n and for any value of mixing parameter. However, 

in this case, the ratio of tau to muon events at the LHC will discriminate generation 

dependent couplings. This is examined in the next subsection.
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F ig u re  5.10: The evolution of vs Rt/ ^  spanning the model parameter range
as given in the text, for the models labelled in the figure.
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5.3.2 Extracting M ixing Param eters Using Rr/n

Measuring generation universality will be an important step in distinguishing or rul

ing out TC2 and ETC type models, and for distinguishing between Z'  models such 

as the ETC and UUM. The simplest and cleanest way to measure the degree of uni

versality is to determine the ratio of c r ( p p  —» Z'  —»• r + T ~ ~ ) / o ( p p  —* Z ' —> p +p~). For 

completeness, I also considered, but did not include, a measurement of the ratio of 

t- to c-quark cross sections but such a measurement does not appear promising due 

to low tagging efficiencies of the charm quark, and indistinguishability of the charm 

quark from the light jet backgrounds.

The ratio of =  c r ( p p  -> Z'  —»• T + r ~ ) / a ( p p  —> Z'  —»■ is shown in

Fig. 5.11. Only statistical errors are shown for a semi-idealized detector with perfect 

energy resolution.

It is clear from Fig. 5.11 that models with generation universality (including the 

Ununified Model) will yield measurements of Rr/n — 1 with reasonable precision. 

In contrast, models with generation dependent couplings show a large, measurable 

variation from unity. The dependence of i?T/M on the mixing angle between the gauge 

groups of the theory are given by:

As pointed out, these results do not include finite detector resolution and in addi

tion, measurements of r +r "  final states have the additional complication of missing 

energy due to neutrinos in the r  decays. However, the non-universal Z ns have large 

decay widths, thus interesting measurements of a model with non-universal couplings 

should be minimally affected by detector resolution. On the other hand, some of the 

generation universal Z'  models are relatively narrow so that the resonances will be

(5.1)

and

(5.2)
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F ig u re  5.11: i?T/M for models with universal and non-universal fermion couplings. 
The ratios are obtained for tau  and muon events satisfying \Mjj  — Mz>\ < 2.5IV, 
along with the other cuts described in the text. The dark bars are for Mz> =  1.5 TeV 
and the grey bars for M z >  — 2.5 TeV (for sin <f>TC2 = 0.5 and sin 4 > e t c  =  0.9).

smeared out in the r +r~  final state and some care will have to be taken in choosing 

appropriate invariant mass windows. We note that both ATLAS [112] and CMS [113] 

have recently measured cr(pp Z°) x Br(Z°  —>■ t +t~ ) with errors of roughly 20% 

and 10% respectively in the 77,7* modes, which bodes well for a measurement of R T/fl. 

W ith higher luminosity, these measurements should be significantly more accurate.

Given the fundamental nature of the gauge group mixing angle, measuring the 

value of 4> would be vital input into reconstructing the Lagrangian of the underlying 

theory. Figure 5.12 shows how well such a measurement can be made for the TC2 

and ETC models using i?T/M assuming Mz> =  1.5 TeV and L = 100 fb-1 for the 

semi-idealized detector. In these plots the x-axis corresponds to the assumed value of 

the mixing parameter and the y-axis corresponds to the measured value of the mixing
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parameter with the spread in the vertical direction corresponding to 1- and 2-cr limits 

of R t/h for the input parameter value and measured value. The parameter range on 

the rr-axis is chosen to correspond to the range where the Z'  width is less than 10% 

of the Z'  mass. As before, the backgrounds are included in estimating the statistical 

errors and the same kinematic cuts are imposed, as before.

The limits on the mixing angle found in this analysis could be further constrained 

by including more observables, such as Rb/n and Rt/^, into the fit. However, doing so 

would require further assumptions about the model, as there are more undetermined 

parameters (couplings) than the mixing angle upon which these other observables 

depend.
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F ig u re  5.12: LHC measurement capability of the mixing parameter using /?T/M for 
(a) TC2 and (b) ETC. The horizontal axis corresponds to the input parameter value 
and the verticle axis corresponds to the extracted value with 1- (grey) and 2- (black) 
a  limits. M z > =  1.5 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb-1 was assumed in 
these plots with the following kinematic cuts; |?7| < 2.5, — M Z>\ <  2.5IV ,
P t  <  Q.3M Zi.
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Chapter 6

M odel D etails

W ith the ongoing analysis of LHC data by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations, 

large regions of parameter space are being ruled out for many models of BSM 

physics [114-117]. However, the parameter space for Little Higgs (LH) models is 

strongly constrained by electroweak precision data [118,119], and so the current LHC 

results have not had as significant of an effect on the Little Higgs parameter space.

Many LH models predict heavy top partners that are heavier than the mass of the 

new heavy gauge bosons, which leads to significant fine tuning in the Higgs poten

tial [120,121] as the lower limit on heavy gauge boson masses are pushed higher [2,122]. 

A recently proposed model, entitled the Bestest Little Higgs (BLH) [3], overcomes 

these difficulties by incorporating two distinct global symmetries th a t break to diag

onal subgroups at different scales. The result is tha t the scales at which the heavy 

gauge bosons and top partners obtain their masses are distinct and thus the heavy 

gauge boson masses can be pushed above the already excluded mass range, while the 

heavy top partner masses remain below the upper bound from fine-tuning. The BLH 

model has two other attractive features: one, a  custodial SU(2) symmetry that pro

tects the model from developing large deviations to EW precision measurements [118], 

and two, it is not challenged by the dangerous singlet problem [123] that is an un

intended consequence of some Little Higgs models. These features further establish

66
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the viability of the model.

The Bestest Little Higgs model predicts many new fermion states, including four 

heavy top quark partners (+2/3  charge), a heavy bottom partner (—1/3 charge) and 

an exotic + 5 /3  charge quark, and all of these can be relatively light without violating 

any current constraints. Since the top quark loop provides the largest divergent 

correction to the Higgs mass, the heavy quark sector is the most crucial to resolving 

the hierarchy problem and is the focus of the remainder of this thesis.

This chapter details the masses of the new particle states for all three sectors 

(scalar, gauge and fermion), and describes the particle interaction terms in the BLH 

Lagrangian. To determine the Feynman rules for the mass eigenstates, the full par

ticle mixing given in Appendix C can be implemented with the provided interaction 

Lagrangian to solve for the vertex factors. Additionally, detailed considerations for 

the Coleman-Weinberg [124] contributions to the masses and interactions are given 

in Appendix B. These details expand upon those presented in the original paper by 

Schmaltz, Stolarski and Thaler [3], by examining the full potential in terms of 2HDM 

solutions that have already been developed in the literature.

6.1 Mass Eigenstates and Particle Masses

6.1.1 Scalar Sector, Higgs Potential and Spontaneous Sym 

m etry Breaking

The Bestest Little Higgs model is based on two independent non-linear sigma models: 

a £  field that breaks a global product group coset space SO(6)a x SO(6)b to a diagonal 

SO(6)y at scale /  (~  1 TeV), and a A field that breaks a global SU(2)c  x SU(2)d 

symmetry to a diagonal SU(2) at scale F  (~  3 TeV).
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Non-Linear Sigma Field E

At a scale / ,  the E field develops a vacuum expectation value (vev), taken to be 

the identity, (E) =  1 , which breaks the global symmetry from 5 0 (6 )^  x  SO(6 )b —>■ 

SO(6 )y. This leaves n(n — l) /2  =  15 degrees of freedom in 5 0 (6 )v , which are 

identified as two SU(2) triplets (<pa and rja), two Higgs vectors as 4 ’s of 5 0 (4 ) (hi 

and h2), and a real singlet (a). The embedding of the scalar fields takes the form of:

(6.1)

where n o and fl/, are given by:

-*4x4 0 0

0  io ' /V2

\

V o - i a j y j 2 0 /
/  \

6 4 x4 h\ h2

- h j  0  0

\ -b %  0 0 /

(6 .2)

(6.3)

The triplet fields transform under their respective SU(2) subgroups, SU(2)i  and 

SU(2)r , within the upper 50(4 ) of the 50(6 ) matrices, with corresponding genera

tors, T l  and Tj). These generators are listed in further detail in App. D.

An unstable Higgs potential is generated from terms involving two projection 

operators, P5 =  diag(0,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ) and P6 =  diag(0, 0,0, 0,0,1), that explicitly break 

some of the symmetries protecting the Higgs. The Higgs quartic coupling is generated 

from:

V h e5f T r [ P 6EP5ET] + jA56/4Tr[P5£P 6£T]
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(  1 uTu i V  , P ^ 56 (  , 1 , V  /-« /i\
= ~ T - { a - W f  1 2+ ") ~  v 7̂1/ 1 2 j '  ( 6 ' 4 )

At this point, the triplet and Higgs fields are massless Goldstone bosons, but the a 

develops a large mass, (A56+A65) / 2, which is expected to be of order 1 TeV. Since the a 

has a large mass, it can be integrated out (a —> (X ^h jh i  — A5g/if/i2) / \ / 2 /(A 6 5 -t-A5g)), 

which results in an effective quartic term:

A 5 6 A 6 5  ( 1 T 1  \ 2  1  \  / l T l  \ 2(h{h2)2 ^ - \ Q(h{h2f  (6.5)
^56 T ^65 ^

To complete the scalar potential, small, explicit mass terms must be included that 

break the exact global symmetries by giving small masses to the Goldstone bosons. 

These are given by:

m26/ 2Tr[P5EP6] +  m 25/ 2Tr[P6EP5} -  ^ ( m 27V[P5EP5] +  m27Y[P6EP6])

- f— m \ T r [ t f  M26EM2f6 +  AM ^E* M2f6]. (6.6)

The two Higgs fields, h\ and h2, obtain tree level mass terms, rri\ and m2, from the 

explicit symmetry breaking terms in Eq. 6.6. The values of the Higgs masses, m \ 

and m 2 , also obtain log divergent contributions from loop diagrams (see App. B), 

which result in the expectation that m2 > m i. Of note, the mass terms in Eq. 6.6 

involving m4, m5 and m6 could be more uniformly implemented via a term of the 

form | / 2Tr[diag(m41 .4X4 , m |, mg)E], However, these terms are separated and the 

2 x 6  matrix M26 is included in order to preserve all the gauge symmetries, including 

hypercharge (which is associated with the diagonal T r  generator) [3]. ilf26 is provided 

in more detail in App. D.

Accounting for the effective interactions from integrating out the cr, a soft sym

metry breaking, mass term (B^hJ  h2) results, given by:

n X65m l6 + A56m 2 r
A65 +  A56

'■hih2 -»• - B p h ih t .  (6.7)
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W ith this, the unstable scalar potential that results in spontaneous electroweak 

symmetry breaking (EWSB) can be summarized and written as:

Vew sb  =  ^rnlh jh i  + ^ m 22h lh 2 -  B„hjh2 +  y ( h[h2 )2. (6 .8)

Loop contributions from Coleman-Weinberg calculations do introduce other terms of 

the form (h jh i )2, {ti%h2)2, and (hjhi)(h,2 h2), but are expected to provide a negli

gible deviation to this EWSB potential. These are also covered in further detail in 

Appendix B.

This type of potential has been studied in great detail in the context of two Higgs 

doublet models (2HDM) [125]. The potential is minimized by a shift (vev) in the first 

components of both hi and h2:

vi = (hn ) = —  (Bf,, -  m im 2),
Ao m  i

v2 = (h21) =  ^ -  —  (£,,-77117712). (6.9)
Ao 777.2

The SM vev, Ve w , is related to the vevs and v2 via the relation:

v2ew  = (hn )2 +  (h2i)2 *  (246GeV)2

ta n /3 =  7 ^ 4 ,  (6.10)
(^21)

where it is expected that tan/5 > 1, since m 2 > mi  due to contributions from top 

loops (see Appendix B).

In diagonalizing the resulting scalar mass matrix, the components of the hi and 

h2 mix to form the SM Higgs field, h°, two massive neutral scalars, H° and A0, and 

two massive charged scalars, H ±. These fields have masses given by:

Mlo ss \ qv2ew  sin2 2/5
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M]]o ~  A/yjo T ^ ô ew cos2 2/3

M^0 =  M%± =  m* + (6 .11)

In addition, three scalar fields, G° and G±, are eaten to give mass to the light elec- 

troweak gauge bosons.

N on-Linear Sigma Field A

The A field transforms under a separate global SU(2)c  x S U ( 2 ) d  symmetry, and 

breaks to a diagonal SU{2) at scale F,  which is taken to  be of order 3 TeV. The 

Nambu-Goldstone modes of the A non-linear sigma field are parameterized as:

where are the Nambu-Goldstone fields, and r “ are the Pauli matrix generators 

of the SU(2) symmetry. The 0“ triplet and the \ a triplets mix to form a physical 

triplet, (0')“ =  physical =  {F(t>a ~  f x a) / V f 2 +  F 2> an^ a triPlet that is eaten to give

The triplet scalars obtain small tree level masses from the terms introduced in 

Eq. 6.6, but also gain contributions from the Coleman-Weinberg (CW) potential that

CW potential are expected to be cut off at the UV completion scale, which is taken 

to be A «  47rf.  The dominant contributions to the mass of the physical triplet states 

is given by:

A =  e2iXli/F

T '
.a

n d =  x a
2

(6 .12)

mass to the new heavy gauge bosons, (x ')“ =  0“aten =  ( / ^ a +  F y a) / y / f 2 + F 2.

dominate their physical masses (see Appendix B). These loop contributions from the

F 2$9a9b 
3 512tt2
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16 F 2^9a9b 
3 512tt2

(6.13)

Of note, the r f  field remains light, with a mass proportional only to m±, as it does 

not gain a mass contribution from CW loops.

6.1.2 Gauge Bosons

The gauge sector in the model arises from the gauging of an S U (2)La subgroup of 

the SO(6)a symmetry and an SU(2)lb subgroup of the SO(6)b symmetry of E. By 

gauging the SU(2)c  x SU(2)d symmetry for the A non-linear sigma field with the 

same SU{2)a x  SU(2)b gauge group as the E, the new heavy gauge bosons develop 

masses proportional to a combination of /  and F. This causes the masses of the 

new gauge bosons to be large relative to other new particle states tha t have masses 

proportional to only / .  The gauge invariant, non-linear sigma kinetic terms are given

The SU(2)la symmetry is gauged by the triplet the SU(2)lb symmetry is gauged 

by the triplet A and the hypercharge gauge field is given by B. The matrices

£  =  + - T r [ D ^  +  — T r ^ A ^ A ] ,
8 4

(6.14)

where the covariant derivatives are given by:

DE =  ffE + igA( A t J l ) E - i g BT.(A2Ti) +  igr(BT%)Z-igrZ(BT%)

D A  =  9A +  %-9 A(A\t*)A  -  1- 9bA(A%t“). (6.15)
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and r a are the 6 x 6  and 2 x 2  generators of the SU(2)L symmetry group, and T | is 

the third component of the 6 x 6  generators of SU(2)R.

When E and A obtain their vevs, /  and F,  the A“ and A% gauge fields mix to

where the mixing angle is given by the relationship tan0g = ga /9b , and is related to 

the EW gauge coupling, g, via g~2 =  gA2 +  gR2.

After electroweak symmetry breaking, when h\ and h2 develop their vevs, the 

neutral component of A0 and A h mix with the B  field to  form a massless photon, 

the SM Z° boson, and a massive Z ' . In addition, the shift in h\ and h2 results in a 

small shift in the mixing between the charged components of A0 and A h that results 

in the A* developing a small mass, which identifies it as the SM W ±. In terms of the 

parameters of the model, the masses are given by:

At leading order, the masses of the EW gauge bosons reproduce the leading order 

masses in the SM, as expected, and higher order contributions are suppressed by

form a massless triplet (Ag) and a massive triplet (A#), given by the relations:

Aq =  cos0gA \  +  sinOgAZ,, 

AaH — sin0gA“ — cos 0gA%, (6.16)

v e w 9e w  ( 1

( / 2 +  F 2) -  M\r2
w

(6.17)

factors of v2/ f 2. The heavy gauge bosons obtain masses proportional to \ J f 2 A  F 2, 

which is dominated by the larger F  value, as expected.
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6.1.3 Heavy Fermions

The Bestest Little Higgs model contains an expanded heavy fermion sector. To 

achieve a collective top Yukawa coupling, the model includes two Q fields that trans

form under 5 0 (6 )^  and two Uc fields tha t transform under S 0 (6 ) b - These are given 

by:

\

Q

( t

uc

^ (  — Q a l  -  Q b 2) - Q ' a l

7 5  (Qa 1 -  Q b 2 ) iQ 'a l

- ^ ( Q a .2  — Q b l )

Q '  =
Q'a.2

- ^ ( Q a 2  + Qbl) i Q a  2

Q s 0

Qg y
0

-  Vi,) ^

0

W *  -  u< u'i =
0

75W +  V i) 0

vs

TJC
6  / y 0  )

\

(6.18)

V

In order to recover the S M  hypercharge values ( T y ) ,  a U (l)x  charge is included in 

the hyper charge generator, defined as T y  =  T^ + Tx- The Q fields are assigned a 

charge of Tx  = 2/3 under the U (l)x  symmetry, while the Uc fields are assigned a 

charge of Tx  = —2/3.
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The heavy quark Yukawa Lagrangian is given by:

C t = yif Q TSHSUc +  y2f Q lT'EUc +  y3f Q TEU'5c +  h.c. (6.19)

where the S  represents an SO  (6) matrix that respects the gauge symmetries and acts 

to flip the sign of the Higgs fields in E. It is given by S' =  diag(l, 1,1,1, —1, —1).

In the limit that vew 0, the Qa and Q'a doublets mix to form a heavy and a 

massless doublet, while £/f and U§ mix to form a heavy and a massless singlet. This 

massless doublet and singlet are identified as the third generation quark doublet and

right handed top quark singlet. The mass eigenstates in this limit are given by:

q  =   —Q j___y.2------------ n '
y/\y\? + M2 a \/\y i\2 + M 2

„ yt n  y*
3 y/\y\\2 + W  a > /|y i|2 +  W

. Vi uj + - = M = = u g
\/|yi|2 + I2/3I2 yj\yi? + l^l2

u* = —= M L = U I  -  .  V1 : = ULC (6.20)
V \y i\2 + \y*\2 V W + W

To convert from conjugate notation to anti-particle notation, the full Langranian 

is expanded out, with QUC —> UPlQ  and UlQ^ QPrU, to determine the part

ner states that form masses. In this case, the Q a  and U% each form left and right 

handed components of an SU (2) doublet, Ta, with charges (+ 2 /3 ,—1/3) and mass 

/ V M 2  +  | y 2 | 2 ; Q b  and f// each form left and right handed components of an exotic 

SU(2) doublet Tb with (+ 5 /3 ,+ 2 /3 ) and mass f \ y i \ ;  Q$ and f / | form the left and 

right handed components of a singlet, T5, with charge + 2/3  and mass f \ / \ y i \2 +  \y3\2] 

and Qq and UG form the left and right handed components of a singlet, T6, with charge 

+ 2/3  and mass f \ y i \ .

Assuming that the Yukawa couplings are real valued, these expressions can be

simplified by re-parameterizing the three Yukawa couplings in terms of two mixing
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angles, 9U and 013, and an overall Yukawa strength, 3/123. The two mixing angles are 

then defined by the Yukawa couplings as:

* a V1 tan 012 =  —>
02

tan #i3 =  —. (6.21)
2/3

And thus,

Vi

02

2/123

COS 812 COS # 1 3  ’

2/123 

sin 0i2 cos 0J3 ’

s/3 = ------------ . (6.22)
COS 012 Sin 013

After the hi and 7i2 fields undergo spontaneous symmetry breaking, the mass 

matrix is no longer diagonalized for the above eigenstates, and further mixing between 

the + 2/3  charged quarks occurs. The mass terms in the Lagrangian can be written 

as components M l3 of a mass matrix C t =  Q i M y U j ,  where Q t and Uj  can be written 

as vectors (Q , U)  such that C t =  Q T M U  in matrix notation. This mass matrix was 

diagonalized by introducing two unitary rotation matrices, L D and R d , such that 

£ t =  Q L d I)d M R d R q U  does not contain any off diagonal terms. Thus, Q L D and 

R}d U  give the new mass eigenstates, and the diagonalized mass matrix squared is 

given by M y  =  l )D M M ^ L y  =  R}DM ^ M R D . This was solved analytically by using 

perturbation theory, and expanding M y  — M*M and M q  =  M M ^  in powers of 

v / f ,  such that M2 =  M 2 \VEŴ o  +  V 2, where V 2 represents a non-diagonal matrix of 

perturbations to the diagonal tree level mass matrix, M 2\Ve w -+q.

In the region where 02 7̂  03, the mass eigenvalues can be expressed analytically
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(for eigenstate labels t ,  T&, T5, Tfc2//3, T65//3, T, B )  and are given by:

$ y l y h l v Ew  s in 2 ft

M l Vyiyly&Ew  sin2 /?

m 2b = (y i  + y i ) f

Vy\ylyivEw sin2 p

M i  =  M 22/3 — ML3 =  y 2f 2
b Lb

(6 .23)

When written in this form, it is clear that the top Yukawa coupling is related to the 

three Yukawa couplings in the model, and can be identified as yt =  3yi2a- This reduces 

the number of free parameters of the Yukawa couplings from three (t/i for i  =  1, 2,3  

o r  2/i23) $i2) $13) to two (#12 and 0i3) . This approximation of the diagonalized masses 

will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis.

It should be noted that when xj2 ~  y3 (or 0\2 ~  $13), the T5 and T  states become 

degenerate. Care must be taken when finding analytic expressions for the masses in 

the central and outer regions of $i2-$i3-space, as can be seen from the denominator of 

the second order terms in the masses of the T  and T5 states in Eq. 6 .23. The analytic 

expressions provided here are applicable only in the region where 6 \2 ^  $i3.

In the central region of $i2-$i3-space, analytic expressions can be found by as

suming y3 =  2/2 +  a v E W  /  f  i for small values of a ,  which allows a further perturbative 

expansion in powers of v e w /  f -  Alternatively, numerical methods can be employed 

to determine the masses over the full parameter range, which was used to produce 

Figures 6.1 and 6.2.

For Figures 6.1 and 6 .2 , a large region of parameter space for the Yukawa couplings
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f = 700 GeV
4

f = 700 GeV

L J

tan 6,2
f = 1000 GeV 

i ■ i" ■ r  ■ i  .... .
= 1400 GeV

3 4
tane12

®
C(0

m  Myg< My < My | My&< M y < M ys I M j  < My <  M y

F ig u re  6.1: Constraints on 0\2 and #i3 based on perturbativity and fine-tuning
considerations, for /=700, 1000, 1400 GeV, and tan fi =  \/3. The hierarchy of the 
heavy top-partners is shown in the legend at the bottom. The top two plots in the 
figure represent the same data but with different scales on the x  and y axis.

was ruled out due to theoretical considerations: perturbation theory breaks down 

for large values of the Yukawa couplings, which gives an approximate constraint of 

12/i | <  47r, and Little Higgs models are designed to overcome the Fine Tuning Problem, 

which suggests that the scale of heavy top partners must be less than about 2 TeV. 

The remaining parameter space after accounting for these two constraints is shown 

by the darker regions in Fig. 6.1.

From Fig. 6.1 it is clear that only for small values of / ,  and relatively large values 

of tan 612 and tan 6*13, is the T  state the lightest of the heavy fermions (see sliver in
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tanP =  V3 /  = 1 TeV Mt = 172.0 GeV

Mt (GeV)

F ig u re  6.2: Masses of the heavy quarks in the BLH model, as tan 9U and tan 0 i3
are varied. Other parameter values are tan/3 =  y/3 and /  =  1000 GeV.

upper right of Fig. 6.1). For the vast majority of the parameter space, the T6, T ^ z 

and the T ^ 3 states are the lightest of the new quarks and have identical masses. 

Along the diagonal of tan  $12 ~  tan 013, Fig. 6.2 shows a sharp discontinuity in the 

masses that shifts the hierarchy from M T& < M t5 < MT to Mt6 < M t  < M Ts.

Figure 6.3 shows the mass difference between the T  quark and B  quark, where it 

is clear that M j — M b <  50 GeV, and M b is always between the masses of the T 

and r 5 quarks. Since the T  and T5 have identical charges and similar decay modes, 

this feature of the B  and T  masses may be useful in distinguishing between the two
o JO

heaviest charge + 2/3  states. However, the T$ and the Tb have identical masses and 

similar decay modes, and it is not possible to uniquely distinguish between these two 

states or determine their couplings independently.
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F igu re  6.3: Mass difference between the T  state and B  state, as #12 and 613 are
varied, for the same parameter values as Fig. 6.2.

6.1.4 Light Fermions

Light fermion doublets and singlets can be embedded in similar multiplets to the 

heavy fermions to reproduce the SM interactions. Fermion doublets are embedded as

Qi \/2  ^

i f  =  -^=(—I/*, ii/i, e*, iei, 0,0) (6.24)

where the index i refers to the generation, i =  1,2,3. Singlets are embedded as

<  =  (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , < , 0)

d\ =  (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,^ ,0 )

e\ =  (0 ,0,0,0, e^,0) (6.25)

In the case of the singlets, the u\ index only runs from 1 =  1,2, since the third

generation right handed quark is identified under the heavy fermion section above.
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Yukawa interactions involving the light fermions then take the form of:

£ y  =  yu,ifQi^ui + +  ye>t/£<(-2*7 |S)e. (6.26)

where the (—2iTp) results in charge conjugation for the down-type interactions.

The CKM matrix is assumed to come entirely from the down-type Yukawa cou

plings, and it may be possible to constrain the heavy Yukawa parameters further 

through examination of limits from meson factories. While the b quark and B  quark 

states do not mix, and so no limits will arise from Dq — Dq mixing, mixing between the 

t, T, T5, T6 and T62/3 states may result in limits found from K 0 -  K 0 and B d,s — B d,s

mixing constraints. This is beyond the scope of this investigation, and is left for

future study.

6.2 Interactions in the B estest Little Higgs M odel

Gauge Self Interactions

Gauge self interactions arise from the following Lagrangian terms:

c  = F ^ F r  + F ^ F J ?  (6.27)

where F ^  are given by:

F r  = d»A\u -  d T A ^  + tabcAT A?
b c

F f  = d ^ A ?  -  duA â  + gB E E  eabcJ ^ A c" (6.28)
b c

In this form, the indices a, b and c run over the three gauge fields; eabc is the anti

symmetric tensor.
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Scalar-Gauge Interactions

Scalar-gauge interactions arise from the scalar kinetic term in the Lagrangian:

f2 F 2
£  =  ^-Tr[(D #iE)tD ,JE] +  — TV[(J9#1A)t jD'1A] (6.29)

8 4

The gauge covariant derivatives are given by:

-  g e A ^ S T l )  +  ig y B s lT l - E  -  S T l )
a

D*A =  \  <6-3°) 
a

In this notation, are the three 6 x 6  generators of the 50(6) corresponding to 

the SU (2)i  subgroup, and T | is the third component of the 50(6 ) generators corre

sponding to the SU(2)r subgroup.

Scalar-Fermion Interactions

Scalar-fermion interactions arise from the Yukawa potential, given by:

C t =  y J Q TS Z S U c +  y 2f Q ’£ U c +  y 3f Q TZ U « + J 2 y u , i f * X u ‘r 
i - 1 , 2

+  Y ,  ( y d M - U T & W  +  yetif£ i( -2 i7 p :)e t)  + h.c.  (6.31)
t= l ,2 ,3

Expanding out E results in mass terms from taking E —» (E), as shown above, and 

interaction terms of the form //</> and for fermion /  and arbitrary scalar field

<t>.

Gauge-Fermion Interactions

Gauge-fermion interactions arise from the fermion kinetic terms in the Lagrangian. 

This is given by:

£  =  ^  i a t,£ \D ^ e i +  i a ^ e f D ^ e Ci +  i a ^ D ^ q i  +  i a tiu ? D ' 1u ci
i= l ,2 ,3  i= l ,2 ,3  i= l ,2  t = l ,2
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+  Y  +  i d ^ D ^ Q  +  iopQ prrC t  +  i a ^ D ^ U 0 +  ia^U'c]D^U'C
i = l , 2

^ i a ^ D ^ b 0 (6.32)

Since fermions have separate charges under the SU(2)la , SU(2)LB and U( 1) sym

metries, the covariant derivatives are non-trivial. In order to reconstruct the correct 

electric charges, the U (l)x  charges are given by T£ = + 2 /3 , = —2/3, =  1/3,

and Ty =  1. Using these values, the covariant derivatives are given by:

DHi =  Y ( i9BA?Tiei) +  igYB%T3Rei
a

D X  = igyBS T ’e‘

D “q, =  Y . ^ AT T t i i ) + i9 Y B ^ ( T sR +  T * )qi
a

D>u‘ = iffyB S T -u l 

D^di =  igYB^T‘d‘

D»Q = Y .( iSAATTtQ)^i3vBi(Tl + T:)Q
a

D “Q' = J2('B A A T T IQ ) +>9YBU Th+T+)Q '
a

Dt‘Uc = ’£ , ( i!>BAm V c)+igYBS(T% + T;)U °
a

D»U'C = igYB ^T~U ,c (6.33)
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In this form, the indices on £it e?, qi, and run over the three generations, and the 

index of u\ runs over the first two generations.

Feynman Rules

The Feynman rules for the BLH model can be reconstructed by expanding out the 

interaction terms in this section, and rotating the particle states to the eigenstates 

listed in App. C. These Feynman rules have been implemented in a MadGraph 4 [86] 

model file, which is available upon request. The Feynman rules were not included in 

this thesis as the specific details are unenlightening.



Chapter 7

Calculations

Loops involving top quarks provide the largest divergent contribution to the Higgs 

mass, and thus understanding the heavy top sector and the cancellation of these loop 

contributions is a crucial step towards understanding the nature of a light Higgs [63]. 

In the Bestest Little Higgs model, loops involving heavy vector-like quarks cancel out 

the quadratic divergence from the top loops, resulting in a finite contribution to the 

Higgs mass that can be written in terms of the Yukawa couplings (see Eq. B.7), or 

in terms of the heavy quark masses. Thus, accessing either these couplings or the 

masses is necessary for understanding this cancellation.

Due to the energy needed to produce two heavy quarks, the pair production cross 

section drops rapidly with an increase in the mass of the heavy states. Thus, while 

pair production of heavy quarks through QCD interactions dominates the production 

of heavy quarks at relatively lower masses, single production through EW exchange of 

a W  boson becomes the dominant process for higher masses [126]. The point at which 

the single production becomes dominant depends on the branching ratio for the decay 

channel being considered, with smaller branching ratios reducing the measurable pair 

production cross section more significantly than with single production.

This chapter explores both the current discovery limits and the techniques needed 

to measure the masses, and thus determine the Yukawa couplings, in the BLH model.
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All Feynman rules for the new particle states in the BLH model were implemented 

in MadGraph4 [86], while branching ratios were calculated using the BRIDGE [127] 

software package and simulations were performed using MadGraph5 [128].

7.1 Heavy Quark Discovery Limits

Since the full range of parameter space for this model is quite large, two sample re

gions of parameter space that were, chosen to characterize the range of mass splittings 

for the heavy quarks are used to explore the discovery reach. The two points in (8u, 

#i3)-space that are considered are the non-isolated case (7t/5, n/3)  and the isolated 

case (tan-1 (0.5), tan -1(0.9)), shown in Fig. 7.1. In both scenarios, the mass hierarchy 

for the heavy top partners is M t6 — M T2/3 < M t5 < M T, as the phenomenology is 

independent of whether the second lightest state is a T  or a T5 other than a small 

difference in the measurable cross section due to different branching ratios. Funda

mentally, the phenomenology is similar regardless of the mass hierarchy, assuming 

similar mass splittings.

These two scenarios are named based on the distinctive feature of their mass 

hierarchy. In the non-isolated scenario, the mass splitting between the T6 and T5 

states is small, and so the primary decay modes of the T5 are also to SM final states. In 

the isolated scenario, the mass splitting between the T6 and T5 states is larger, and so
5/3the T5 decay modes include cascade decays, such as T5 —> Tb W ~. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 7.2. In the non-isolated scenario, then, Tj pair production contributes to an 

event excess observed in the decay mode of interest, while T5 pair production does 

not contribute significantly in the isolated scenario.

The primary decay modes considered for discovery of heavy quarks are to SM 

particles, since SM decays are well understood. This leaves two primary decay modes 

to consider for the heavy top partners: 7) —> bW  and Tt —> tZ.  The couplings that
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F ig u re  7.1: Enlarged view of the heavy quark parameter space showing placement 
of isolated (lower point) and non-isolated (upper point) scenarios, for /  =  700 GeV. 
As evident from Fig. 6.1, this region of (#12, #13) parameter space allows the greatest 
variability on the value of /  without violating any of the previously stated constraints.

lead to these decays do not arise at tree level, but rather at higher orders of v / f . For 

the state, the tZ  final state is the dominant decay mode, arising at v / f ,  while 

the bW  decay mode arises at v2/ f 2. Thus, for larger masses and consequently larger 

values of / ,  the bW  branching ratio falls off rapidly, as seen in Fig. 7.2.

For the Te state, both the bW  and tZ  decay modes arise from couplings propor

tional to v / f ,  but the T6tZ  coupling is still smaller than the T&bW coupling for the 

scenarios considered. A similar situation arises for the T5 state, where both tZ  and 

bW  couplings enter a t the same order. However, for the isolated scenario, it is clear 

that kinematically accessible decays to other heavy quarks are favoured, and thus the 

SM branching ratios are suppressed.
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F ig u re  7.2: Branching ratios for the T6, T5 and T ^ 3 states to all two-body final 
states with a significant branching ratio (B R  > 0.1%). Branching ratios in the 
isolated scenario form the left plots, and the non-isolated scenario form the right 
plots.
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The numerical values in Fig. 7.2 tha t are relevant to the discovery reach calcu

lations are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 for the bW  and t Z  final states, respectively. 

In addition to the values of / ,  #12 and #13 tha t are listed, the following parameter 

values were used to calculate the branching ratios: tan/3 = \/3, M h =  120 GeV, 

M Aojj± =  500 GeV, and Mm = 10 GeV. The scalar masses primarily affect the point 

at which decay modes involving these scalar states (such as T& -» A 0t) become kine

matically accessible. For the A 0 and H ± scalars, their mass is expected to be large 

enough that it should not significantly affect the results, as it is not kinematically 

accessible for the mass ranges being examined here. However, the rj0 is light enough 

that decays to trj0 are accessible, though the branching fraction to trjo is too small 

for variations in the value of m m to have any significant effect on the results. The 

mass of the h state may affect the branching ratios of the heavy quarks in the mass 

region of interest, but recent results from ATLAS and CMS experiments suggest that 

a Higgs boson mass of 120 GeV is not unreasonable [129,130]. Small changes to the 

mass of the Higgs boson have a negligible effect on these results.

CMS recently presented discovery limits for pair production of a heavy top-like 

quark at the LHC running at y/s =  7 TeV, where the studies assumed scenarios with 

a 100% branching ratio to the bW  final state [131] and with a 100% branching ratio 

to the tZ  final state [132], both for an integrated luminosity of 1.14 fb_1.

These results can be applied to the Bestest Little Higgs model by comparing the 

cross section limits presented in the CMS studies to the total event excess for the 

bbW+W~  and t tZ Z  final states that would arise from the heavy top-like quarks in 

the BLH model. The total cross section for the heavy top partner contribution is 

given by:

&tot =  &t 5 +  &t 6 +  crr 2/3 (7.1)
b

an  = a(M Ts)B R (T5 —>• qV)2
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T able 7.1: Numerical summary of heavy quark branching ratios to the bW final
state.

N o n -iso la ted

/  (G eV ) Mr 6j f 3 (G eV ) MT5 (G eV ) B R ( r 6) B R ( r f ) B R (T 5)

500 332.3 304.0 0.620 0.489 0.835

600 398.8 396.5 0.566 0.413 0.739

700 465.3 483.5 0.542 0.360 0.676

800 531.8 567.6 0.524 0.321 0.614

900 598.2 649.9 0.474 0.287 0.559

1000 664.7 730.9 0.423 0.260 0.478

1200 797.6 890.8 0.270 0.208 0.424

1400 930.6 1048.7 0.218 0.169 0.402

Iso la ted

/  (G eV ) M  t2/3 (G eV )IG'Ih MT5 (G eV ) B R (7 6) b r (t62/3) B R (T 5)

700 283.1 354.4 0.889 0.512 0.569

800 323.5 424.8 0.768 0.385 0.370

900 364.0 492.5 0.704 0.314 0.125

1000 404.4 558.6 0.660 0.263 0.091

1200 485.3 687.6 0.611 0.196 0.080

1400 566.2 814.2 0.541 0.150 0.077

1600 647.1 939.3 0.451 0.118 0.076

1800 728.0 1063.4 0.316 0.092 0.076
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Table 7.2: Numerical summary of heavy quark branching ratios to the tZ  final
state.

N o n -iso la ted

/  (G eV ) Mn  T,/3 (G eV ) MTs (G eV ) B R (T 6) B R (T 62/3) B R (T 5)

400 265.9 198.5 0.029 0.115 0.000

500 332.3 304.0 0.115 0.382 0.087

600 398.8 396.5 0.149 0.440 0.224

700 465.3 483.5 0.175 0.471 0.266

800 531.8 567.6 0.187 0.486 0.268

900 598.2 649.9 0.182 0.493 0.257

1000 664.7 730.9 0.170 0.492 0.227

1200 797.6 890.8 0.116 0.480 0.206

1400 930.6 1048.7 0.098 0.464 0.198

Iso la ted

/  (G eV ) M n  I?/3 (G eV ) MT5 (G eV ) B R (T 6) B R (T 2/3) B R (T 5)

600 242.7 279.4 0.000 0.000 0.101

700 283.1 354.4 0.089 0.400 0.296

800 323.5 424.8 0.137 0.508 0.252

900 364.0 492.5 0.163 0.538 0.091

1000 404.4 558.6 0.183 0.550 0.068

1200 485.3 687.6 0.205 0.550 0.057

1400 566.2 814.2 0.203 0.544 0.052

1600 647.1 939.3 0.182 0.535 0.049

1800 728.0 1063.4 0.133 0.506 0.047
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&Tg — <7(Mt6)BR(T6 —> qV)2 

aT2/z =  a{MT2/3)B R {T l,z -> q V f
b b

where q = t,b  and V  =  Z, W + for the two final states considered. The cross sections 

are calculated using a fit of the NLO heavy quark production cross section data listed 

in Table V from Berger and Cao [126] for y/s = 7 TeV, similar to the CMS analysis. 

The cross sections in [126] were found using the CTEQ6.6M PDF set [133].

Since the cross sections from multiple quark states are combined, the cross section 

limit (Lc) must be adjusted to account for the combined kinematics of heavy quarks 

with different masses (M t5 > M t6)- This is approximated as a sum of the limits 

provided at the masses of the two lightest states (Mt5 and Mr6), weighted by the 

ratio of cross sections, as shown in Eq. 7.2.

Lc(Mmin) =  ^ L ( M T6) + ^ L ( M T2/3) + ^ L ( M T5) (7.2)
&tot <?tot 6 @tot

The mass of the T6 and quarks are identical up to order v2Ew/ f 2, and so 

the first two contributing terms for the limit, on the right hand side of Eq. 7.2, are 

identical. Since the pair production cross section drops rapidly with the increasing 

mass of the heavy quark, aEh is small compared to arfi and so the limit is validly 

approximated as L c «  L(M t6), taken from the CMS studies.

7.2 Measuring M asses and Determ ining Yukawa 

Couplings

As discussed in Section 6.1.3, there are three Yukawa couplings (j/i, y2 and y3) tha t fix 

the masses and mixing of the heavy quarks. By identifying the top Yukawa coupling
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yt in terms of y123 , the number of degrees of freedom is reduced by one, such that the 

top sector can be parameterized by yt and two arbitrary mixing angles, #12 and #13.

Determining these mixing angles, and thus the Yukawa couplings, is important 

for two reasons - establishing the parameters of the model and determining the de

gree of cancellation in the Higgs sector. In Supersymmetric models, for example, 

loops involving superpartners of SM particles naturally cancel out the Higgs mass 

divergences [134]. In Little Higgs models, the divergent contributions cancel due to 

the collective symmetry breaking principle [135], and a finite contribution remains. 

Establishing a finite mass contribution in agreement with the measured Higgs mass 

would establish the viability of a Little Higgs scenario.

As discussed by Han et al. [63], it would be preferable to measure Yukawa couplings 

in a model-independent way in order to determine the Higgs cancellation. However, 

this may not be possible at the LHC. Instead, the Yukawa couplings must be explored 

in a model-dependent fashion, ideally by over constraining the parameter space. The 

relationship between the heavy quark masses and the cancellation in the Higgs sector 

is given explicitly in App. B in terms of the Yukawa couplings, but in terms of the 

masses, this finite contribution can we written as:

Thus, to determine the contribution of the heavy quark loops to the Higgs mass, either 

a m in im u m  of a measurement of all three of the B, T  and T5 masses is necessary, or 

else another way to measure the Yukawa mixing angles is necessary to calculate the 

heavy quark contribution.

The focus of this section is to explore some of the capabilities of the LHC to 

measure heavy quark masses, and to determine the usefulness of the results. Since 

either the T  or the T5 ends up being much heavier than the others, it is likely that 

other measurements will be needed to constrain the parameter space. This could

(7.3)



include measuring the single (7* + j )  or associated (T, +  h) production cross section 

of heavy top partners, or by determining branching ratios of the heavy quarks. Such 

measurements may be the focus of future work.

Because the heavy bottom quark, B , and the exotic + 5 /3  charge quark, T ^ 3, do 

not mix with SM fermions, their masses do not obtain contributions at higher orders 

in the expansion of v / f .  Thus, the ratio of the masses of these quarks does give a 

direct way to determine the mixing angle 6u, given that M  s/s/Mb  = | sin #121- Thus,
b

knowing M Ts/3(— M T2/3 =  Mt6) and M b  are important features of the analysis.
b &

c /o
Both the B  and Tb quark states have similar decay chains, B  —> tW ~  —» 

bW+W~  and T ^ 3 —> tW + -+ bW+W +. When pair produced, the final state sig

natures are identical: B B  -+ bW+W ~ b W ~ W + and T65/3f 65/3 -+ bW +W +bW~W~. 

Since the exotic quark, T ^ 3 has the same mass as the two lightest top-partners, T6 

and Tfc2//3, measuring the mass of the lightest top partner states can be used to deter

mine which mass corresponds to which of the quark states - the exotic or the bottom 

partner - from the expected dual peak in this channel. However, distinguishing two 

6-jets and four W  bosons still presents a significant challenge due to the stringent 

tagging methods needed to veto the large backgrounds, and so it is expected that this 

measurement will result in a low event rate at the LHC.

Alternatively, in scenarios where the B  mass is large and cannot be measured, 

the T5 state is typically light enough to be measured. The mass of the T5 state 

is dependent on y\  +  y\ at leading order, which provides information on the other 

mixing angle, #13. However, for masses light enough to be measurable at the LHC (and 

thus, small enough / ) ,  the higher order (v2/ f 2) correction may provide a significant 

modification from this leading order mass and obscure an accurate measurement of 

$13. Instead, a model dependent global fit of all the masses would be ideal, and give 

a better indication of the values of the mixing angles, as well as isolate the value of
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7.2.1 Heavy Top-Partners

Measuring the masses of the heavy quarks can be done by fitting a template line-shape 

to the invariant mass distribution of events with the specific decay signature. This 

technique has been applied to the measurement of the top quark mass at the LHC, 

which has determined the top mass to an accuracy of 2% [136] (±0.5% statistical, 

±1.5% systematic). For the measurement of the top quark mass using this method, 

the semi-leptonic final state is used, where one W  decays hadronically and the other 

decays leptonically. While this results in missing information due to the $ T from the 

neutrino, the added benefit of this final state is that the backgrounds are significantly 

smaller.

To correctly identify which 5-jet should be associated with the hadronic W  decay 

for semi-leptonic top quark pair production events at the LHC, two methods can be 

used: selecting only highly boosted events, where the A R  separation between the b 

and W  candidates can be used to discriminate the correct pairing, or by employing a 

X2 test for correctly pairing the t —* bW  candidate based on the known top mass. For 

a heavy top partner of unknown rest mass, this type of identification is impossible. 

The increased phase space available to the decay products of the top partner means 

that A R  is a poor discriminator of the decay product pairing. Additionally, the 

unknown mass means that a \ 2 technique for a system with missing energy is not 

possible. Instead, the fully hadronic state can be used since the W ’s are expected 

to be boosted, and the invariant mass of both possible bW  pair combinations (e.g.: 

b\W\ vs biW2) can be used to improve the determination of the correct permutation.

To identify the most likely correct b candidate and W  candidate pairings, the 

invariant masses of both b candidate and W  candidate combinations were determined, 

M%w , where i refers to the index of the b candidate and j  for the W  candidate. The 

candidates are assumed correctly paired for the smallest absolute valued difference
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between the invariant mass of the two bW  pairs, i.e. a measurement of — <

| would pair tagged jets 11 and 22. Since the heavy quarks are assumed

to be pair produced, the correct pairing should result from the permutation in which 

the bW  pairs have the most similar invariant masses, and an incorrect pairing should 

result in distinct invariant masses.

The full bbW+W ~  process is simulated in MadGraph 5 [128] using weighted events. 

Instead of further decaying the W  bosons hadronically, they are treated as fat jet 

objects, and the event weight is further reduced by the hadronic branching ratio. 

Furthermore, a 5% pr  resolution is applied on all hadronic final states to simulate 

the effects of energy resolution smearing on the results.

Furthermore, these events are binned based on the maximum of the two invariant 

mass values for each heavy quark candidate (Max(M^w , M 2W)). This distribution is 

characterized by a large peak cross section arising from tt events at a low bW  invariant 

mass, and smaller peaks for each of the heavy top-partners. Neglecting the top peak 

events, the binned background events on either side of the top partner peaks was 

subtracted based on a fit to a function of the form:

log(iV(M)) =  A M ~ 2 + B M ~ l + C + D M  + E M 2, (7.4)

for N  events at invariant mass M,  and arbitrary fit coefficients A, B, C, D, and E. 

The remaining background subtracted peak(s) were then fit to a Breit-Wigner line- 

shape. The central mass for each peak was thus determined, as well as an estimation 

of the width. However, the observed width does not represent the decay width of 

the heavy top partner due to the smearing of the peak arising from the jet energy 

resolution uncertainty.
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Backgrounds

For the fully hadronic final state, charge tagging is more difficult. Thus, all back

grounds are simulated in a “charge-blind” fashion - bb events are considered along 

side bb and bb, as well as W +W~  along side W +W + and W ~W ~.  The light jet 

background is reduced by demanding two 6-tagged jets as well as two hadronic W  

fat-jets [96]. Light jets faking a b or a hadronic W  are included, as per the discussion 

in subsection 7.2.3 on tagging efficiency.

The full list of backgrounds simulated in MadGraph are, in order of size:

• pp -> b{b)b(b)W±W ± +  X

• pp ->■ b{b)b(b)jj + X

•  pp jb{b)b{b)W± + X

• PP jjjb{b) + X

• PP -> 3333 +  X

• pp -4 jb(b)W ±W ± + X

• pp j j j W ± + X

• pp —»• j jb (b )W ± + X

•  pp —» j j W ±W ± +  X

Other possible mistagged backgrounds involving hadronically decaying Z  bosons in

stead of W  bosons are neglected, as these backgrounds are suppressed by small EW 

couplings and are thus significantly smaller than backgrounds involving only QCD 

vertices.
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7.2.2 H eavy B ottom  Partner and Exotic Quark

The primary decay mode of both the B  and the T ^ 3 is to the tW  final state, assuming 

that the mass difference between the heavy quark and the top quark is smaller than 

the mass of the charged scalars in the model (assumed to be of order 500 GeV). The 

signal for observing pair production of these states is then bbW+W +W ~ W ~ .

For a “cut-and-count” method of discovery of these quarks, ATLAS is currently 

considering one-lepton and two-lepton decay modes, with three or two hadronically 

decaying W s, respectively [137]. Similar to the discussion on the top partner measure

ments, leptonic W  decays result in a challenge to reconstructing which top candidate 

is associated with the leptonic W. While semileptonic decay modes are useful for 

identifying an excess of events in cut-and-count techniques, they are difficult to use 

for observing an invariant mass peak.

W ith each heavy quark decaying to a b quark and two hadronic W ’s, matching 

the bW W  combination that arises from each original heavy quark is accomplished by 

minimizing the following x2'-

2 _  (MblWi ~  M t)2 (Mb2Wj -  Mt)2 (MblWiwk -  Mb2wjWrn)2
^  (0.1Mt)2 (0.1 Mt)2 $bww

for i , j ,  k, m  — 1,2, 3,4 (where i ^ j ^ k ^ m )  as all possible combinations of the W  

pairings. This technique is based on reconstructing the two intermediate top quark 

states, and matching the invariant masses of the two originating heavy quarks.

Due to smearing effects, the invariant mass of the intermediate tops will have an 

apparent width larger than the actual width, and thus a value of 0.1 Mt is used to 

weight the contribution of the top quark mass measurement in the x2- For the final 

pairing of the tW  candidates to match the masses of the originating heavy quarks, 

the value of 5bww  was varied and compared to an idealized tagging. The result was 

found to be relatively insensitive to variations in moderate values of 8bww, and a 

value of 20 GeV was used.
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Backgrounds

Estimations of the backgrounds for this signal are difficult. Even with all W 's  treated 

as fat jet objects, this signal is a six-body decay with thousands of contributing 

diagrams for the many possible mistagged backgrounds. As a result, AlpGen [138- 

140] is used to simulate the backgrounds for these processes, as MadGraph is unable 

to solve the massive number of diagrams for these backgrounds.

For actual studies of these many body processes, ATLAS and CMS typically use 

data-driven techniques for determining the backgrounds [141]. W ithout access to 

this data, Monte-Carlo techniques must be used to estimate the largest contributions 

to the backgrounds. While the reducible backgrounds are large compared to the 

signal, 6-jet tagging significantly reduces those backgrounds with mistagged light jets 

as 6-jets, as evidenced from the heavy top partner analysis. These backgrounds are 

thus neglected. However, because events with light jets faking a W  boson arise from 

strongly coupled interactions, instead of weakly coupled, and because of the greater 

combinatorics for purely light jet events, backgrounds that fake all four W  bosons 

are still significant and are included in this analysis. As a result, the following list of 

backgrounds are included:

• pp -> t( t) t( t)W ±W ± + X

•  pp ->• t( t) t{ t)j j  + X

• pp -s- bb jjjj  +  X

7.2.3 Tagging Efficiency

In a recent paper on jet substructure techniques for boosted, massive, hadronic ob

jects, it was determined that the efficiency for correctly identifying a hadronic W  

(ew ) is between 40% and 70%, based on the transverse momentum of the event, for
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Pt ( W )  > 200 GeV, with a peak efficiency occurring at Pt ( W )  ~  300 GeV [96]. The 

mistag rate (tfw ) for light jets over the same momentum range is between 5% and 

16%, and also peaks at the same point.

In ATLAS papers that employ 6 tagging techniques, the efficiency (e*,) is assumed 

between 60% and 70% [95], with a fake rate (%) between 0.1% and 1% for 6-jets with a 

transverse momentum between 50 and 500 GeV. For simplicity, light jet backgrounds 

are assumed to include jets arising from charm quarks, and no effort is made to 

differentiate them. These tagging efficiencies are implemented into this heavy quark 

analysis in a pr  dependent way, using the distributions provided in [95] and [96].

For events where light jets are assumed to be faking both a b and a W , a random 

number, r, is generated in the range of [0,1], and the light jet is assigned as a b if 

r < %/(%+<Kv), and a W  if not. This ensures that any possible biasing in the ordering 

of the decay products in MadGraph and AlpGen does not affect the distributions of 

the backgrounds.

Overall, the tagging is used to generate the lists of states used for determining the 

bW and bW W  permutations, and the weight of the simulated event is reduced by a 

factor for each of the tagging probabilities for each 6-jet and W ,  determined at the 

appropriate transverse momentum. The weight of simulated events with light jets is 

similarly reduced by a factor of the fake rate for each mistagged 6 and W.



Chapter 8

R esults

8.1 Discovery Limits

The numerical results for the excess bbW+W ~  and t tZ Z  cross sections due to pair 

production of T6, T ^ 3 and T5 quarks, as described in Eq. 7.1, are listed in Tables 8.1 

and 8.2, for 7 TeV collisions at the LHC. These results are plotted in Fig. 8.1 for the 

bW channel, and Fig. 8.2 for the tZ  channel, versus the mass of the lightest of the 

heavy top partners (the lightest state is T6 and T ^ 3 over the range of the figures). 

Also plotted in these figures for comparison are the results presented by CMS for a 

model with B R (T  —» bW, tZ)  =  1 (solid, black), as well as the experimental limits on 

the cross section, as presented in [131] and [132].

From this, the lower mass limit for the degenerate T6 and T ^ 3 states was deter

mined by fitting a curve through each data set, giving limits of 364 GeV and 413 GeV 

for the isolated and non-isolated cases, respectively, from the bW  channel. For the tZ  

channel, a lower mass limit of 347 GeV and 391 GeV is found for the same two scenar

ios, respectively. These mass limits correspond to a minimum value of /  of 892 GeV 

for the isolated scenario and 621 GeV for the non-isolated scenario, as calculated from 

the stronger of the discovery limits from the two decay modes. These values are in 

line with the theoretical assumptions of /  in the model, where /  is assumed to be of

101
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order 1 TeV.
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Figure 8.1: Expected cross section times branching ratio (solid) and limits
(dashed) [131] in the bW  final state, for the isolated (light grey) and non-isolated 
(dark grey) scenarios. For comparison, the original heavy top-like quark pair produc
tion theoretical cross sections from [131] are also included (black), which assumes a 
100% branching ratio to bW.
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T able 8.1: Numerical summary of heavy quark pair and single production cross
sections, assuming decays to the bW  final state.

N o n-Iso la ted

/  (G eV ) ^2/3 (G eV ) M n  (G eV ) & pair ( p b )

500 332.3 304.0 7.36

600 398.8 396.5 1.39

700 465.3 483.5 0.387

800 531.8 567.6 0.127

900 598.2 649.9 0.0427

1000 664.7 730.9 0.0145

1200 797.6 890.8 0.00168

1400 930.6 1048.7 0.000276

Iso la ted

/  (G eV ) ?/3 (G eV ) M n  (G eV ) ® pair ( p b )

700 283.1 354.4 12.2

800 323.5 424.8 3.63

900 364.0 492.5 1.38

1000 404.4 558.6 0.612

1200 485.3 687.6 0.156

1400 566.2 814.2 0.0419

1600 647.1 939.3 0.0109

1800 728.0 1063.4 0.00216



T able 8 .2 : Numerical summary of heavy quark pair and single production
sections, assuming decays to the tZ  final state.

N o n -iso la ted

/  (G eV ) MT6 r 2/3 (G eV ) M n  (G eV ) G pair  ( p b )

400 265.9 198.5 0.224

500 332.3 304.0 0.695

600 398.8 396.5 0.354

700 465.3 483.5 0.153

800 531.8 567.6 0.0651

900 598.2 649.9 0.0280

1 0 0 0 664.7 730.9 0 .0 1 2 1

1 2 0 0 797.6 890.8 0.00240

1400 930.6 1048.7 0.000529

Iso la ted

/  (G eV ) M  t 2/3 (G eV ) MTs (G eV ) & pair ( p b )

600 242.7 279.4 0.119

700 283.1 354.4 2.04

800 323.5 424.8 1.37

900 364.0 492.5 0.736

1 0 0 0 404.4 558.6 0.407

1 2 0 0 485.3 687.6 0.130

1400 566.2 814.2 0.0448

1600 647.1 939.3 0.0160

1800 728.0 1063.4 0.00545
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F ig u re  8.2: Expected cross section times branching ratio (solid) and limits
(dashed) [132] in the tZ  final state, for the isolated (light grey) and non-isolated 
(dark grey) scenarios. For comparison, the original pair production theoretical cross 
sections from [132] are also included (black), which assumes a 100% branching ratio 
to tZ . The light grey region represents the region of phase space where the heavy 
quark mass is too small to produce an on-shell tZ  decay (M t6 < M t + M z).
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8.2 Determ ining Yukawa Couplings

For examining the potential of extracting Yukawa couplings, two different scenarios 

of parameter values were used, as representative of the interesting phenomenology 

in the model. The first parameter set is chosen where tan #12 >  tan $ 13, such that 

both the B  and T^ 3 states are observable, and their masses are measurable. The 

parameters for this point are: /  =  700 GeV, tan/3 =  -\/3, tan#12 =  1.732, tan 0 13 =  

0.7265. The second parameter set is chosen where tan 6i3 > tan #12, such that the T5 

state is observable but the B  state is not. The parameter values for this point are: 

/  =  936 GeV, tan # i2 =  0.5463 and tan $13 =  1-2602.

The corresponding masses and relevant branching ratios are included in Table 8.3. 

In scenario 1, both the T  and T5 states are not observable in the bW  decay channel. 

This is because the branching ratio of the T  is too small to observe a peak above the 

background, and the T5 state is too heavy and thus decays primarily through cascade 

decays to the i, T, T6 and T^ 3 along with a neutral state (Z, h or H0), or to T^ 3 

along with a charged state (W + or H +). The T  and T5 states may be measurable in 

other channels, such as tZ , but this is beyond the scope of this analysis. To contrast 

this in scenario 2, the T  and B  quark cross sections are too small to observe due to the 

reduced phase space available to such heavy states. Additionally, the T  state decays 

primarily through cascades to other new heavy quark states, which further reduces 

the ability to observe a resonance in the same manner as the other heavy quarks.

8.2.1 H eavy Top Partners

Determining the mass of the heavy top partners is complicated by large backgrounds. 

Figure 8.3 shows the various contributing backgrounds to the measurement of the 

heavy top partner masses, assuming a Pt  > 100 GeV cut on the 6-jets. The effects 

of the necessary cuts for identifying 6-jets and IV-fat-jets are incorporated into the
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T ab le  8.3: Masses and relevant branching ratios for all six heavy quarks in the
BLH model for the two scenarios examined in this analysis.

Scenario 1: /  =  700 GeV, tan  Qn — 1.732 and tan  ̂ 13 =  0.7265

Quark Mass W idth Relevant BR

Te 465.3 GeV 2.07 GeV B R (T 6 -+ bW +) = 49.1%
rp2/3

b 465.3 GeV 11.57 GeV B R (T */3 -> bW +) = 13.2%
rp5/3
J b 465.3 GeV 6.52 GeV B R (T l/z tW+) = 99.8%

T 483.5 GeV 1.81 GeV B R (T  bW +) = 11.7%

B 537.3 GeV 4.25 GeV B R (B  tW ~)  =  98.9%

T5 807.4 GeV 45.73 GeV B R (T 5 bW +) »  0%

Scenario 2: /  =  936 GeV, tan 0 i2 =  0.5463 and ta n # 13 =  1.2602

Quark Mass W idth Relevant BR

T6 461.5 GeV 7.25 GeV B R (T6 -» bW +) = 58.4%

N) CO 461.5 GeV 6.52 GeV B R {T l/z bW +) = 32.6%
rp5/3

b 461.5 GeV 2.85 GeV B R (T 3/3 -> tW+) = 99.7%

T 971.8 GeV 39.90 GeV B R (T  -> bW +) =  4.25%

B 962.6 GeV 26.30 GeV B R { B -* tW ~ )  = 2.98%

n 547.5 GeV 2.51 GeV B R (T5 bW +) =  61.1%
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associated tagging efficiency. It is clear from this that the largest contribution to the 

backgrounds are the tt production and bbjj production, and thus cuts must focus on 

reducing these backgrounds.

J J  W W  
b j W i

CD 10

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
NU(GeV)

F igu re  8.3: Invariant mass distribution of the bW  candidate pairing found from 
the tagging method discussed in Sec. 7.2 showing all background contributions. All 
distributions are presented as stacked bins. Legend is presented in inverse order. 
Event rate assumes an integrated luminosity of L = 100 fb_1, for 14 TeV collisions 
at the LHC.

While a peak from the heavy top partner is visible above the background in 

Fig. 8.3, the peak lacks distinguishability, as evident from the linear scale plot shown 

in Fig. 8.4. The signal and background events share similar kinematics, which makes 

cuts difficult to reduce the background more than the signal. But the signal and 

backgrounds do differ in terms of the pT distribution for the 6-jets and the A R  (de

fined as a/At?2 +  A<p2) separation between the centroid of the 6 and W  jets. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 8.5, where the pr  and A R  phase space has been separated into 

bins, and the relative cross section in that bin is represented by the size of the filled 

square. Of note, each channel included in this pseudo-Dalitz plot is independent, and

7
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F ig u re  8.4: Invariant mass distribution of the bW  candidate pairing found from the 
tagging method discussed in Sec. 7.2, with a linear scale on the y-axis. All distribu
tions are presented as stacked bins. Event rate assumes an integrated luminosity of 
L = 100 fb_1, for 14 TeV collisions at the LHC.

the sizes of the filled squares are not relative between each channel. This was done 

to increase visibility of each channel.

A cut on the p r  of the 6-jet candidates can be employed to significantly reduce the 

bbjj background with minimal effect to the signal. For a decaying top quark and for 

a non-resonant background such as bbjj, the vast majority of the background events 

will result in lower pr  for the 6-jets than for the signal events, as the contributing 

diagrams favour less energetic events. While a A R  cut also appears to be effective 

from Fig. 8.5, the same t i  events can be reduced with less effect on the signal by 

instead cutting all events with M^w < 300 GeV.

The final signal, after a cut of pr > 150 GeV on the 6-jets, is shown in Fig. 8.6. 

While the total event rate is reduced over what is shown in Fig. 8.4, the overall signal 

significance is improved. By fitting an exponential function of the form exp(A0 + 

A i/M  + A 2/M 2 + A3M  +  A4M 2) to events on either side of the peak, and excluding
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background. The orange bins correspond to the bbjj background, while blue bins 
correspond to the tt  background. Black bins correspond to the signal from the heavy 
top partners.

all events with M&w < 300 GeV, the background can be estimated and subtracted 

from the signal.

A fit of a Breit-Wigner function to the background-subtracted-signal is shown in 

Fig. 8.7. The uncertainty on the fit is purely statistical, as systematic errors require 

a more detailed examination of detector effects. Due to the Gaussian smearing of the 

hadronic events, it can be argued that the fit distribution should more appropriately 

be modelled as a Gaussian. However, the y 2/d .o .f. for a Gaussian fit is worse than 

for a Breit-Wigner distribution. This may be due to effects caused by the tagging 

technique used to associate the “correct” pairing of b and W  jets that are not removed 

with the background subtraction.

For the first scenario, the measured mass of 464.8 ±  0.6 GeV is within lcr of 

the input mass of 465.3 GeV, and the statistical uncertainty is comparable to the
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statistical uncertainty of current ATLAS measurements of the top quark mass using 

fully hadronic top decays. The width of 23.5 ± 1 .3  GeV is dominated by the 5% 

energy resolution and does not represent the physical decay width of the heavy top 

partner, which is 2.07 GeV for the TG and 11.57 GeV for the T ^ 3. While the T^ 3 

width is large, the branching ratio to bW  is small and so it is clear that the T6 is the 

dominant contribution to the peak.

In the second scenario, the measured masses are Mi =  462.8 ± 0 .4  GeV and 

M2 =  548.0±0.7 GeV. The lightest state is within 3cr of the input mass of 461.5 GeV, 

which is due to more events being subtracted from the low end of the distribution 

in the background subtraction. Even though the second mass is significantly heavier 

than the first, and the event rate is much lower, it is clear that the peak is measurable 

but should not be identified a priori as the T5 state. As discussed previously, the T  

and T5 mass hierarchy depends on the mixing angles, and so it is not possible to 

distinguish which of these two heavy top partners is the second lightest state in the 

BLH model by simply observing a second mass resonance. Again, the widths are 

dominated by the energy resolution effects.
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8.2.2 Exotic and B ottom  Partner

Estimating the backgrounds for the exotic and bottom partner quarks is more 

challenging than for the top partners, as all events that could fake the signal 

(bbW+W +W ~W ~) necessarily require a simulation of a minimum six body final state, 

and events that fake 6 and W  signals with light jets (g, u, d, s, c) result in a large 

number of Feynman diagrams that are difficult to simulate. The backgrounds dis

cussed in Sec. 7.2 are expected to be the largest contributions, and are included in 

this analysis. Compounding the difficulty with estimating the backgrounds, the ob

servable event rate for this final state is reduced due to a combination of branching 

ratio and tagging efficiency effects. Assuming a branching ratio of «  68% for the 

hadronic W  decays, a tagging efficiency of 70% for 6-jets, and ~  45% for VK-jets, 

the observed event rate is reduced to about 1% of the total B B  and t ^ 3T^ 3 pair 

production cross section.

Reducible backgrounds without top quark intermediate states (such as the 66 + 4j  

background) can be further reduced by requiring that the mass of both of the top 

quark intermediate states be approximately reconstructed. Figure 8.9 shows the 

distribution of the invariant mass of the intermediate t state candidates for the bb+4j 

background. In contrast, a real t quark decaying to a 6-jet and a W  produces a 

Breit-Wigner distribution centred at 175 GeV. By only including events where the 

reconstructed top quark candidate invariant mass is within ±50 GeV of the actual top 

quark rest mass, these kinds of backgrounds are significantly reduced as compared to 

the signal.

Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show the expected signal and backgrounds for the 

bbW+W +W ~W ~  production. While the event rate is small due to branching ra

tios (hadronic W ) and tagging requirements, there are still several hundred useful 

events for each peak for determining the invariant mass of the heavy quarks in the
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F ig u re  8.9: Invariant mass of the top quark candidate (jW) intermediate state for 
the bb + Aj background.

first scenario. In this case, both the T^ 3 and the B  state are visible, as both have a 

large (~  100%) branching ratio to the tW  final state. It is clear from this distribution 

that the peak cross section drops off rapidly, as both states have approximately the 

same branching ratio, indicating that such a measurement may not be possible for 

significantly heavier states.

Of note, this channel has not been examined for the second scenario, as it does 

not provide any additional information beyond the heavy top partner analysis.

Again, an exponential function of the form exp(A0 +  A y/M  +  A 2/M 2 +  A3M  + 

A4M 2) is fit to the events on either side of the central peaks, and the background 

events are subtracted out to fit two separate Breit-Wigner functions to the dual peaks. 

This is shown in Fig. 8.12. The uncertainty is purely statistical, and a larger error 

should be expected for an actual measurement by ATLAS or CMS due to systematics 

that require more detailed detector simulations to incorporate. As with the heavy 

top partner case, a Gaussian fit was also compared but did not represent as good a
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first scenario using a log scale, assuming an integrated luminosity of L = 100 fb-1, 
for 14 TeV collisions at the LHC. Histograms are presented in a stacked format.

fit to the data, even though the width is not dominated by the actual decay width of 

the heavy quark state.

8.2.3 Constraining Yukawa M ixing Angles

In the first scenario, the mixing angle 012 can be directly determined from the ratio 

of the T6 (or T ^ 3) and B  masses. These masses were found to be:

M t6 =  464.8 ±  0.6 GeV (input value : 465.3 GeV)

5/3 =  465.9 ±  2 .0  GeV (input value : 465.3 GeV)

M b =  537 ±  2.7 GeV (input value : 537.3 GeV) (8.1)

which results in an extracted/measured value of ta n # 12 =  1.73 ±0.04. This is in good 

agreement with the input value of 1.732.

By performing a y 2 analysis of the measured masses against their theoretical 

values, scanning over / ,  ta n # 12 and tan 0 13, the regions of the full parameter space
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for 14 TeV collisions at the LHC. Histograms are presented in a stacked format.

that are allowed by these results can be explored. Using the uncertainties from the 

simulated values, the results of the measured masses were evaluated using:

theory _  ft̂ sim \  (  „
(.M -  M ? f ) '  

(5M™ ) 2
+

M ,5 /3
M the°ry _  M sim

8M S
(8.2)

,5 /3

Figure 8.13 provides a 3D y2 analysis of the results, exploring the three parameters, 

which clearly shows that 6u  is strongly constrained by a measurement of the B  mass, 

while the constraints on the /  and 013 parameters are less restrictive and highly 

correlated.

For the second scenario, the masses were determined to be:

Mt 6 = 462.8 ±  0.6 GeV (input value : 461.5 GeV) 

Mt s = 548 ±  0.7 GeV (input value : 547.5 GeV) (8.3)

In the x 2 analysis shown in Fig. 8.14, similar to the \ 2 shown in 8.2 but for MTg and
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final state, with a fit to a dual Breit-Wigner function.

M t5 , there is a mirroring along the diagonal of tan 0i2 and tan 013 due to the ambiguity 

as to whether the second lightest heavy top partner is the T5 or the T  state. Assuming 

that the B  state is not observed, limits could be placed on the B  mass which could 

be used to rule out a large portion of this mirrored region. However, these limits 

are typically found for semi-leptonic decays due to the reduced backgrounds, and 

producing a reliable result requires actual data due to the importance of systematic 

uncertainties involved in setting limits from low statistics [137].
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In summary, these are unrealistic limits as systematic uncertainties were ignored, 

which are likely to dominate the measurement as they do with the measurement of 

the top quark mass [136,142]. Performing an accurate analysis of the systematics 

involved in this type of a measurement would require details of the uncertainties in 

the 6-jet and W-jet energy scales, a modelling of initial and final state radiation, and 

an analysis of the matching between Monte-Carlo simulations and actual detector 

events [136].

To simply explore the effects of larger uncertainties arising from systematics on 

the measurement of the Yukawa mixing angles, the systematic contribution can be 

estimated as a percentage of the heavy quark mass based on the ATLAS measurement 

of the top quark mass [136], giving SMsys ~  1.53%. The x 2 analyses based on this 

increased uncertainty are shown in Figures 8.15 and 8.16. While the constrained 

regions are significantly larger, the trends shown previously still remain.
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Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusion

This thesis examined the capabilities of a number of observables in establishing prop

erties of beyond the Standard Model physics at the LHC. In Part I, several observables 

were defined and examined for the measurement of a single possible new state, the Z \  

over a wide variety of models. In Part II, the heavy quark sector of a  specific model, 

the Bestest Little Higgs model, was examined in greater detail, as this sector provides 

insight into important details for resolving the hierarchy/fine-tuning problem.

9.1 Using Pseudorapidity to Improve Z ’ measure

ments

While many observables exist for exploring a new neutral gauge boson at the LHC, 

it is clear that a hadron collider is not able to fully examine all of the couplings of a 

Z '. As such, there is still room to explore techniques for further understanding the 

experimental results from such a new particle.

I studied the use of pseudorapidity measurements in the context of re-defining 

and improving on several existing observables. By calculating the difference of pseu

dorapidity of final state fermion pairs produced from an s-channel resonance, it was 

shown that discrimination between the spin values of the intermediate boson state
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was both possible and simplified in this manner. Additionally, a comparison of the 

magnitudes of the pseudorapidity values for each of the pair produced fermions was 

shown to be an effective way to determine forward and backward tagged events in 

a more straightforward manner than traditional methods that reconstruct the event 

kinematics based on the particle four-vectors. Using pseudorapidity to measure the 

centre-edge asymmetry and forward-backward asymmetry in this manner has an ad

vantage over previous approaches as these techniques rely solely on the values of the 

pseudorapidity - this reduces both computation time and systematic uncertainties 

while reproducing the results found in other analyses. In the case of the forward- 

backward asymmetry, this technique is now in use by both ATLAS and CMS.

Employing the pseudorapidity method for the forward-backward asymmetry for 

the centroid of highly boosted b- and t-quark jets arising from Z' decays was further 

studied in the context of distinguishing between models of BSM physics. Since uncer

tainty in the energy scale for hadronic events is large, and affects the reconstruction of 

the particle four vectors, the pseudorapidity technique should provide a much cleaner 

measurement. For a Z' of moderate mass, A q̂B measurements may provide some 

insight to distinguishing between different models. More importantly, such a mea

surement can contribute valuable input for measuring Z'-fermion couplings in a global 

fit of measurements towards this goal. Unfortunately, detector resolution effects still 

degrade A fb measurements quite significantly, in particular for t i  final states. Mea

surements using third generation fermions look promising, but it was found that a 

more careful detector level study is needed to properly account for resolution and 

other complications that arise in a real detector.
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9.2 Distinguishing a Z ' w ith Non-Universal Cou

plings

In expanding upon a previous study that explored the application of third generation 

pair production from Z' intermediate states, I showed tha t such measurements were 

uniquely capable of providing insight into Z ' models with non-universal couplings.

It should be possible to measure the decays of a moderately heavy Z ' to third 

generation quarks, depending on the capability of the detector experiments to reject 

against light jet backgrounds. Such measurements would prove to be very effective at 

distinguishing between different models of Z', regardless of the non-universal nature 

of the couplings, and also give direct insight into the (non)universal nature of the Z' 

couplings. The measurement of the ratio of r  to /x decays of the Z ', specifically, was 

found to be very effective in testing generation universality of the Z \  and would act 

as a complementary study to the top and bottom ratios discussed for distinguishing 

between an ununified model and an extended technicolor model.

An important source of uncertainty in these measurements is the degradation of 

the distinguishability of the heavy fermion final state signals over the backgrounds 

due to detector resolution. This appears to be manageable for bb and tt final states 

for broad Z' resonances, such as in the Topcolor and Extended Technicolor models, 

but becomes increasingly important for narrow resonances such as is found in the E6 

models. For r  final states, now that ATLAS and CMS have demonstrated the ability 

to measure a(pp —» Z°) x  B(Z° —> t + t ~~) the outlook is optimistic tha t R T/^ can be 

measured well enough to distinguish between typical generation non-universal models 

and generation universal models.
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9.3 Determ ining Yukawa Couplings in the B estest 

Little Higgs M odel

Presented here was an exploration and proof of concept of the discovery search and 

techniques for the measurement of the mass of the heavy quarks in the Bestest Little 

Higgs model, and how such measurements could provide key insight into the resolution 

of the fine-tuning problem. It was found that only the lightest two states will likely 

be measurable at the LHC, which is not sufficient to over constrain the parameter 

space, as desired.

Even with only 1.14 fb_1 of integrated luminosity at a collision energy of 7 TeV, 

CMS studies have already pushed the lower mass limit of the lightest heavy top 

partners in the Bestest Little Higgs model above about 350 GeV, depending on the 

decay channel. For the regions of parameter space that were examined, the bW  final 

state was found to limit the heavy quark mass most significantly due to a larger 

fraction of events decaying to the bW  state than the tZ  state. The second lightest 

state was also included in the analysis, but it was found that the contribution of a 

higher mass quark resulted in very little improvement to the discovery limits due to 

a rapid drop off in the cross section.

The primary focus of this study was on methods for extracting the Yukawa pa

rameters in order to establish the degree of cancellation of the divergent top quark 

Higgs mass correction. While next-to-leading-order (NLO) and higher order effects 

were not explored in this analysis, this should not significantly affect the results. 

Both the signal and the primary backgrounds are produced through similar QCD 

diagrams, and should have similar NLO factors. The overall change due to including 

NLO effects, then, would be to increase the overall cross sections and consequently 

decrease statistical uncertainties.

One of the primary challenges found in this analysis was the trade-off between
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event rates and tagging efficiencies. It may be possible to improve the tagging effi

ciency, at the cost of increasing the fake rate for light jet backgrounds, with a more 

complete understanding of the backgrounds as derived from the actual data. A fur

ther analysis by experimental groups using data driven backgrounds would be needed 

to explore this trade-off more thoroughly.

Due to the symmetry in the tan 0i2—tan 0\3 parameter space, only two heavy quark 

masses will likely be measurable - the lightest state (T6, T^ 3 and X ^3), and either 

the T5 state or the T  and B  states. When the T5 state is light, the T  and B  states 

are pushed much heavier, and vice versa. As a result, two scenarios of parameter 

values were chosen, and picked to be representative of these two possibilities for mass 

hierarchies. From this, it became clear that it may only be possible to measure and 

analyze, at most, the two lightest heavy quark masses in the bbW+W ~  and t tW +W ~  

final states. However, this should still provide useful information for understanding 

the underlying model parameters.

In the first scenario, the ratio of the B  to T6 or T ^ 3 masses provided an effective 

means to determine the value of the mixing angle #12- However, in this scenario, #13 

and /  were found to be more challenging to determine without additional measured 

masses. To determine these, the mass of the T  and T5 states would also need to 

be found, and a y 2 fit involving all of the masses could be used to explore all three 

parameters. In the second scenario, a second peak was observed in the bbW+W~ 

final state, but it was not possible to assert a priori whether this was the T  or the T5 

quark. This ambiguity resulted in an inability to isolate either On or 913 uniquely.

Since the parameters cannot be minimally, or (ideally) over constrained, a mea

surement of the single production cross section of the T^ 3 in association with a top 

quark and a jet, as shown in Fig. 9.1, would provide a measurement of the dl3 mixing 

angle. The W tT ^ 3 vertex is dependent directly on #i3, as well as a number of known 

SM values, and the T ^ 3 has a 100% branching ratio to the tW  final state in the limit
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that the mass splitting between the t and T ^ 3 is smaller than the mass of the charged 

scalars («  500 GeV). Thus, all other parameters in the single production cross section 

are well known and could be accounted for. However, this cross section is quite small,
ti/O

as the W tT b vertex is suppressed by factors of v / f ,  and would require a very high 

luminosity run of the LHC to measure accurately.

5/3

W"

F ig u re  9.1: Single production mechanism of the exotic T ^ 3 quark.

I have demonstrated the capabilities of the detector experiments at the LHC to 

both discover and measure the masses of the heavy quarks in a Bestest Little Higgs 

scenario and found that it will likely only be possible to access the lightest two 

masses, and thus only one of the two Yukawa mixing angles, using direct decays to 

SM states. Further insight into the model parameters will require either exploring 

cascade decays or the single production cross section of the exotic quark in the model. 

The importance of such measurements is clear in terms of understanding the degree 

of cancellation of the divergent top loop contribution to the Higgs mass, and thus 

resolving the biggest challenge of the fine-tuning problem.
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Appendix A

N eutral Resonance M odel D etails

A .l R-Parity V iolating z> (spin-0)

Many supersymmetric theories include a Z2 symmetry known as 5-parity, where su

persymmetric partners of the SM fields are charged with odd i?-parity. This prevents 

decays of supersymmetric particles to SM particle pairs, and sets a dark m atter can

didate as the lightest supersymmetric partner.

For models with R -parity breaking processes [42,43], lepton pairs can be produced 

in the 5-channel production and decay of a sneutrino (z>), in addition to the SM 

electroweak production mechanisms. At the parton level, the combined BSM (P) and 

SM (7 , Z) cross section appears as:

- ^ —.(qq -+ t £ ~ )  = - ^ 4  +  - ^ 4 .  (A.l)
d cos 6 d cos 6 d cos 6

Due to details of the model, the P mediates dd annihilation only, with an angular 

distribution of:
da* _ l i r a 2s (A m A ^ /e2)2 ^  ^

dcos0 3 4 (s — m 2) 2 +  T2m 2 ’ 

where \ / I  is the centre-of-mass energy in the qq system. The A parameters are the 

couplings in the model, which are taken to be A A' =  0.052.
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A.2 Randall-Sundrum Graviton (spin-2)

A distinctive signature of many models of extra dimensions are Kaluza-Klein or 

Randall-Sundrum gravitons that decay to lepton pairs [44-46,88]. Since gravitons 

are spin-2 , they produce a unique angular distribution that should be distinguishable 

at the LHC. The combined parton level BSM and a^g) and SM (7 , Z) cross 

section is given by:

d& :(qq->e+r )  = - ^ 4  +  +  - ^ 4 .  (A.3)
d cos 9 d cos 9 d cos 9 d cos 9

The angular distribution of the graviton cross section is separated into two parts - 

production from qq annihilations and production from gluon fusion, gg. In general, 

the energy dependence of these angular distributions are identical, and given by:

d&P k 4M 2 M 2 2

d cos 9 6407T2
A* (cos#). (A.4)

M 2 -  M 2 +  iM GTG

In this form, k =  y/2 where 27 is the first root of the Bessel function J\ (37  =

3.8317) and c is a constant in the model with a limit of c <  0.1. The subscript i refers

to either the gg or qq angular distributions, which are given by:

»7T /\
Ago =  _ . (1 — 3 cos2 9 + 4 cos4 9) (A.5)

99 64 7VC v

A”  =  i 6 ( j v | r i ) (1 “ cos4 e) (A'6)

A .3 Other Z' M odels

A .3.1 EQ M odels (E6)

In the E6 models [54,61], the E$ group breaks either directly to an 50(10) x U (l)^  or 

along the path 50(10) —> SU(5) x U (l)x , resulting in new gauge bosons associated 

with the [ 7 ( 1 or U (l)x symmetries. A more general gauge boson can arise as a
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mixing between these two scenarios, parameterized by a mixing angle, 6e6• In this 

general case, the charge of a fermion is given by Qe6{@e6) — cos&e6Qx +  sin9e6Q^- 

The charges for the E$ models are listed in Table A.l. In the conjugate notation, 

a right handed SM fermion will have the negative of the corresponding charge for 

a conjugate field (i.e. QUR — — Q uc)- In the notation of the Z' model couplings 

described in Chapter 4, the couplings L j  and R f  are then given by L j = QE6( f)  and

R f  — - Q eA D -

The coupling strength for the E$ models is a free parameter, with the restriction 

gz '/gz  <  s j | sw [12]- For all calculations, I use the maximum value, gz' jg z  — \ J | s?v, 

as was done by Cvetic and Godfrey [12].

T able A .l :  Couplings for the E e ip and y models. Couplings to right handed 
fermions are the negative of the left handed conjugates. These groups allow for 
several new fermions, including: D , a down type quark that transforms as a singlet 
under SU(2)l , (E°,E~), forming a lepton doublet that transforms as a vector under 
SU(2)l , and N  and S, massive Weyl neutrinos.

SO(IO) Rep. 517(5) Rep. Particle Designation 2 \ / 6  Qjf, 2 V l Q Q x

16 10 (u , d , u c, ec) -1 1

5* (dc, v, e~) 3 1

1 N c -5 1

10 5 (D, (E°)c, E +) 2 -2

5* (DC,E ° ,E - ) -2 -2

1 1 5° 0 4
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A .3.2 Left-Right Sym m etric M odels (LR & ALR)

In the Left-Right Symmetric Models [12,62] (LR and ALR), the higher group 50(10) 

(or even the E$ group) follows the breaking scheme 50(10) —> S U (3)c x SU{2)L x 

S U (2 ) r  x U(1)b - l - In general, two isospin assignments are possible for the SU(2)R 

subgroup, leading to the Left-Right (LR) Symmetric model and the Alternate Left- 

Right (ALR) Symmetric model. [50,56-58]

The couplings of the fermions under the new gauge group are then given by the 

following relation, for both the LR and ALR models:

Constraints on the mixing between the SU(2)R and SU (2)i  gauge coupling constant
2

require that 0.55 < k2 =  < 1(2) (value of 1 or 2 depends on whether the

symmetry is broken by a Higgs doublet or triplet). The isospin assignments, T3 , are 

the same as in the SM for T3L. In the LR model, the doublets (uR, dR) and {vR, eR) 

have isospin assignments of (1/2,-1/2), similar to the left handed doublets in the SM. 

In the ALR model, right handed up type quarks have a hypercharge assignment of 

+1/2 , while down type quarks are singlets under SU(2)R, and the lepton doublet is 

inverted ((eR,uR) -+ (1/ 2 , - 1 / 2 )).

The coupling strengths for both models are identical, and related to the SM Z° 

coupling strength via the relation:

L f  —  S % y {T sL  —  Q e m )

R f  = «2(1 — Ŝ y )T3R — s\yQem

(A.7)

(A.8 )

1
(A.9)

9 Z  y / K 2 -  ( 1  +  K2 ) S ^

Unless otherwise stated, k — 1 is used for calculations.
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A .3.3 Little Higgs M odels

The Little Higgs Models [30-32] are designed as possible solutions to the hierarchy- 

problem by introducing the Higgs boson as a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson that is 

broken at the TeV scale to the SM Higgs doublet. These models feature an expanded 

gauge group, which typically includes a new, heavy neutral gauge boson. A number 

of Little Higgs models have been created, and three Little Higgs models are included 

in this study.

L ittlest H iggs M odel (LH)

The Littlest Higgs Model (LHM) [32,63] is a variant of the Little Higgs models in 

which the SM SU (2)l  x U (l)y  results from the breaking of a gauged [SU(2) x U( l) ]2 

product group that is embedded within an SU (5) global symmetry. The Z' that 

arises in this model couples purely to the left handed component of fermions, with 

couplings given by Lf =  T ,̂ the third component of isospin, and Rf = 0.

The coupling strength for the LH model is given by the following relation:

—— =  Cw cot Oh (A.10)
9z

where the parameter Oh is defined as the mixing angle between the two S U (2) groups 

of the model (tan#// =  g^/gx). In general, this is a free parameter; the value cot 0H = 

1 will be used (yielding Oh — 45°) as this minimizes the branching fraction to Z H  and 

W W .  Electroweak precision data suggests that the value of cot Oh is not large [63], 

which further supports this value.

Sim plest L ittle H iggs M odel (SLH)

The Simplest Little Higgs Model (SLH) [64-66] arises from a different gauge structure. 

In this model, the gauge group is expanded to SU(3)w  x U(l)x —>■ SU (2)l  x U (l)Y-
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This model includes five gauge bosons at large masses, including a neutral extra 

gauge boson. The couplings of the SM particles to the extra neutral sector are listed 

in Table A, 2. The coupling strength is then given by the relation:

gz ~4sw

Table A .2: Couplings of the left and right handed fermions to the Z' in the Simplest 
Little Higgs model.

Fermion L f R f

u,c,t 1 1 Q2 
2 3 SW

2„2
3 SW

d,s,b 1 1*2 
2 3 W - i s 23 bW

e ,A t,r 1  _  <,2
2 bW - s 2SW

1 _  =2
2 b W 0

A nom aly Free Sim ple Little H iggs M odel (AFSLH)

The Anomaly Free Simple Little Higgs Model (AFSLH) [63,67] arises similarly to the 

SLH model, but allows for couplings to the third generation quarks that are distinct 

from the first two generations in order to cancel out anomalies in loop diagrams. 

Lepton couplings remain identical throughout the generations. The coupling strength 

remains the same as in the SLH, but the model has Z' couplings as listed in Table A.3.

A .3.4 3-3-1 M odels (331)

The name “3-3-1” [68, 69] is given to the set of models that arise from a group 

symmetry of SU(3)C x S U (3) x U(l)x-  These models predict new physics close to the 

electroweak symmetry breaking scale, and draw a link between the number of colours 

and the number of fermion families.
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T able A .3: Couplings of the left and right handed fermions to the Z' in the Simple 
Little Higgs model with non-generation universal couplings.

Fermion L f R f

t 1 1*2  
2 ~  3 SW 3 SW

b 1 1«2  
2 3 W

- I s 2

u,c _ I  +  2 „ 2
2 +  3 SW 2 s 2 3 SW

d , s _ I  -L 2„2 
2 +  3 SW

- I s 2

e,n,r 1 _  S22 bW - S 2bW
1 _  o 2
2 “ IV 0

T able A .4: Couplings of the SM Fermions in the 3-3-1 model
Fermion L f R f

c, t 1 1 c2 
2 3 W I sw

s,b 1 1Q2 
2 3 &VV

- I s 2 
3 S W

u _ I  4- — s 22 +  3 W
2 s 2
3 S W

d _I  i 2 2
2 +  3 b W - I s 2

3 SW
1
2 - s 2s w

1
2

- S 2

The couplings of the SM fermions are listed in Table A.4, with coupling strength 

of the model given by:

—  =  , 1 , (A.12)
9 z  y/3 -  4 s^

From this, we can see that we require the relation s ^  <  3/4. Some 3-3-1 models 

include the stipulation that sfy < 1/4 - surprisingly, the experimentally determined 

value of s ^  is quite close to this upper bound.



A ppendix B

Two Higgs D oublet M odel R elations

The potential given in Eq. 6 .8  is similar to that of a two Higgs doublet model (2HDM)

[125]. It can be shown that a four component Higgs field in 5 0 (4 ) (h =  (hi, hi, h^, h4 )) 

can be embedded in an S U (2) doublet as:

From this, the link between the BLH Higgs potential and the well understood 2HDM 

potential is clear. This relationship means that many of the tools developed for 

2HDMs can be used to exactly solve the Higgs potential in the BLH model.

For completeness, the minor contributions to Eq. 6 .8  arising from Coleman- 

Weinberg loops that were disregarded in the original BLH paper [3] should be in

cluded in the full potential. These terms and the relation to the general 2HDM are 

discussed in this appendix.

The fields hi, h2, r f  and (fra in this appendix are defined in Sec. 6.1.1.

/  \
/13 +  i /14

(B.l)
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B .l  Coleman-W einberg Potential

The Coleman-Weinberg (CW) potential arises from loops involving scalars, gauge 

bosons and fermions, as in Fig. 2.4. In general, the one loop quadratic and logarithmic 

contribution can be found from:

where A is the scale of new physics (typically taken as A =  47r/), and M  represents the

l)Tr[], where s represents the spin of the particle in the loop, and the trace is taken 

over a matrix of the masses of the specific sector being examined.

These results are given in the original Bestest Little Higgs paper [3], and are 

included here for reference.

Scalar Sector

Scalar contributions to the CW potential arise from terms involving the operators 

PtT,Pj (where i, j  = 5,6), as well as from the interaction terms arising from expanding 

E in Eq. 6.7. However, the coefficients of the terms leading from Eq. 6.7 are expected 

to be very small and can be neglected.

The quadratically divergent contribution is given by:

which is of the same size but opposite sign as the tree level contribution. The loga

rithmically divergent contribution is given by:

(B.2)

scalar mass matrix. The supertrace (Str) operator is given by Str[] =
S

(B.3)
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Gauge Sector

Loops involving gauge bosons arising from the S U ( 2)a  x S U (2)b symmetries only 

contribute to the logarithmic CW potential, due to collective symmetry breaking, 

and give the following terms:

However, the hypercharge symmetry is not implemented collectively (there is only one 

U(1) symmetry), and does contribute quadratically divergent terms. The hypercharge 

contribution to the CW potential is given by:

The final term involving the 6 x 6  matrix, n/,, does not contribute to electroweak 

symmetry breaking, and simply results in specific scalar interactions with a very small 

coupling. (Expanded out, this term gives T r [ n |T |n |T |]  =  l / 8 (/ii2h2i — hn h22 — 

^14^23 +  h\^h2i)2 ■)

Fermion Sector

Due to collective symmetry breaking, the heavy top sector does not contribute either 

a quadratic or a logarithmically divergent term to the Higgs mass. It does, however, 

contribute a finite negative term to the mi parameter, which suggests the relation 

tan/3 > 1. This finite term is given by:

3 9W b F ‘

9sW B(f* + F 2)
512ir2

(B.5)

(B.7)
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The general BLH potential, including all possible Higgs interactions, can be written 

as:

V =  ]- m2, +  Unpi^h, -  Br h\h i +  + ^A '(ftpli)(/ipi2) +  b i '/ . 'f  h,)2

+ lAj(Af h 2) ( h j ' h 1) +  jA 4( h j h 2) ( h ^ h 2) (B.8)

This potential contains all possible combinations of the mass and quartic couplings 

for the two Higgs fields, h\ and h2, tha t arise at tree and/or loop level.

The general 2HDM potential can be written as [125]:

V  =  m 2n (l)\<j)i +  m |20202 — "* i2 (0 i02  +  0 2 0 i) +  2 ^ 2^ 2 ^ 2 ) 2

+A3 (0 i^ 1)(0 2 ^ 2) +  A4 (0 2 0 l)(0 i0 2 ) +  2 -̂ 5((</>!0 2 ) (0 1 0 2 ) +  (0 2 0 l)(0 2 0 l))

+  (^60101 +  -^70202) (0102 +  0201) (B-9)

By expanding out the two potentials, the relationship between the parameter sets 

becomes clear:

P (2hdm ) =  —  P{Mh)  +  7 r / 2 (B.10)

& (2hdm ) =  ®(blh) — k / 2 (B .ll)

^ 0 (2  hdm) = — ho(bih) (B.12)

m 1 2 ( 2  hdm) =  B ^ b i h ) (B-13)

^ 1 1 ( 2  hdm) =  m i ( b l h ) (B.14)

^ 2 2 ( 2  hdm) =  m 2 ( b lh ) (B.15)
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Al(2/idm)/4 =  A!(«/,) (B.16)

A2(2/idm)/4 =  A2(6ih) (B-17)

A3(2Wm)/2 =  A(Wh) (B.18)

A4(2/idm)/2 4“ Ag(2/idm)/2 =  A0(6f/,) (B.19)

A4(2/idm) =: A5(2/idm) (B.20)

\{2hdm) — A 3(Mfc) (B.21)

A7(2 hdm) = ^4(blh) (B.22)

By considering the tree level contributions to the scalar potential and the CW contri

butions, the BLH-2HDM parameters can be related to the fundamental parameters 

of the model through the following relations:

^65 — ^56

m  i =

m%

\/2(A56 +  A65)

9 ( /2 +  F ^)g \g l  
256?r2

27 f 2y\yh l

log
A2

M l ,
, / 2A56A65 t

+  — „ „ log

8?r2(y2 -  yl)

9 ( /2 +  F*)g\g% 
2567T2

log

log

vl + yj 
S/i H- 2/1

'  A2

8tt2

+  2 m4 +  o™5

A2
M l

1
25

M 2,,
, f 2̂ 56^65 , 

_ _ +

(B.23)

3gyA2
647T2

(B.24)

3ffyA2
647T2

+ -m 4 +  - m 6 (B.25)

Bfj, = m26 ( l  +  \/2Aaj  +  wigg ( l  - (B.26)

Ao
2A56A65 m l m2(l -  6A2) m |( 1 -  6A2) #yA2

A56 +  A,65 6 / 2 1 2 /2 1 2 /2
+ 32tt2/ 2

(B.27)



A' =

Ai =

3<#A2 ZF2g2Ag2B
64tr2/ 2 256tr2/ 2

#y-A2 3F2g \g 2B

log

128tt2/ 2 512tt2/ 2
log

mi mi
12/ 2 1 2 /2

fl’yA2 3 F 2<?2 <?2

128tt2/ 2 512tt2/ 2
log

\ 
....»

5̂6-̂ 65 ,
4tt2 k

r a 2 1
M l ' .

^56^65
12tr2

r a 2 1
L M w'\

A56A65

12tt2

log

A2

M 2

A2

M l
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(B.28)

(B.29)

log
A2

M l

mi mi
12 f  2 12  f 2

^ 3  — 3v/2A(T) +  m56(l +  <2>\p2\tT)')

A4 — 2 (m65(l Sv^Ao-) +  m56(l +  Sv^Act))

(B.30)

(B.31)

(B.32)

Relating the BLH potential to a 2HDM potential provides insight into the nature 

of the parameters in the BLH model based on studies on the 2HDM. For example, 

the following constraints exist for any generic 2HDM, and can be applied to the BLH 

model [143,144]:

Ai > 0

A2 >  0

A'' > — 2\J  Ai A2

A '/2  +  A o /4 |Ao/4| > — \ /  Ai A2 

| Ai| < Atx

(B.33)

(B.34)

(B.35)

(B.36)

(B.37)
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m-h ^  600GeV ^g

Wa < 872GeV ^g gg^

m „ < 867GeV (g 40)

m H± <  779GeV (g  4 l )



Appendix C

M ass E igenstates in the B estest L ittle  

Higgs M odel

This appendix lists the relationships between the fundamental fields in the Bestest 

Little Higgs model and the mass eigenstates found from diagonalizing the mass ma

trices to order (v e w /J )2 in the region where y2 ^  1/3■

C .l Scalar Sector

The first components of the Higgs fields, hn  and h21, mix differently than the other 

components due to extra terms involving the vev.

h2\ =  sin aho +  cos aHo

hn  = cos ah0 — sin aH Q (C.l)

(C.2)

The mixing angle, a  is given by the relation [3]:

(C.3)
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The other components of the Higgs fields are given by:

h u  = sin /3Go — cos 0 A O (C.4)

h22 =  cos /3G0 T  sin /3Aq (C.5)

h13 =  -^=(sm f ( G ~ +  G+) ~  cos/3(H~+ H +)) (C.6 )
v 2

hu  = - L ( s in 0 (G" - G +) - c o s  f (H ~  -  H +)) (C.7)
\ / 2

h23 =  4=(cos/?(G - +  ^ )  +  s M ( / r  +  if+ )) (C.8 )v 2

h 14 =  J - { COsf{G ~  -  G+) + sin 0{H~ -  H +)) (C.9)
v 2

where tan/3 =  (h i)/(h2), as before.

The two triplets under the SU(2)l symmetry mix to form a physical (</>') and 

eaten (%') triplet:

*  =  - ^ = = ( F ( ( 0 ' ) -  +  (<t>T) +  f ( ( x r  + ( x ')+ )) ( c . io )
*  =  ^ - = = = < - w ) - -  w +) - / ( ( V ) - -  ( v n )  ( c . i i )

=  - ™ = ( F ( < 1 ' ) 0 + /(V )°) (C.1 2 )

xi =  j  j 2 ■—  ( - / ( W  +  O T+) +  f ( (x ')~  +  (*')+)) (C.i3)

X2 =  -  O T+) -  F ( ( x ') - -  (x ')+)) (C.14)

X3 =  T / 21+ F -2 ( - / W °  +  f (X ,)°) (C.15)

The only mixing for the SU(2)r triplet results in the charge eigenstates, as is 

typical of S U (2) triplets:

Vi =  +  (a i 6 )

m = (a i 7 )

r}3 = r f  (C.18)

No other mixing occurs for the 77 fields.



C.2 Gauge Sector

The Gauge sector consists of two SU (2) triplets, Ai  and A 2, and a singlet, j33, which 

gauges the £7(1) symmetry. These states, in terms of the mass eigenstates are given 

by:

4 ! _  - L  ( ( c o s  V O S 0"  -  < W -  +  w + )

+ (sinS .cos*" +  {W '~ + (C. 19)

A! =  ^ ( ( c o s 0 9 co s<f - - ĉ A ^ 0 m . y . w -  + w+ )

+ (sin 9, cos 9" + ( _ W '-  +  W'+) j  (C.20)

.1 1 (  (  . « COS^oCOS^X.WfwA /tt r tt/4-X
2 =  y ' f  y  y 9 cos  f 2  +  F 2 E W ) ( W ~  +  W -+)

-  (cos 9g cos 9" -  (W"~ +  fT '+) )  (C.21)

^  ^^sinflg cos 9" +  (_ tT -  +  W +)

-  (coseg cose" -  cos0^ n̂ vEW ĵ ( _ w ,- + ( c  22)

A \ — cos dg sin 9wAy + (cos 9g cos 6W cos 9' — Z°

, (  ■ a a< , c o s ^ c o s ^ x ^ l ^ N  , /n o o \+  I sm0gcos/9 H +  ^  1 Z (C.23)
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, sin 6g cos 9wx sv2EW\  fr>nA\
cos 9g cos d  j Z + J i  )  Z  Ĉ -24^

B3 = cos 9wA y — sin 6W cos 9'Z Q — (C.25)
+  F

In this simplified notation, the following parameters are used (in addition to the 

relations tan09 — 9  a ! 9 b  and tan  9 w  =  9 y / 9 ) -

1
x . =

2 cos 9,
sin 9g cos 9g(sin 9g — cos 9g) (C.26)

cob9' =  (C.27)

cose" =  1 -  (C.28)
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C.3 Fermion Sector

At tree level, the interaction eigenstates and notation used in this thesis are related 

to the fundamental fields by:

Q a l = {yiQu +  2/2931 ) / \ J y f  + V2 (C.29)

Q 'al = (V 2 Q u ~ yiq3i)/\Jyl + y2 (C.30)

Q a 2 =  {y\Qd + y2qz2)/\Jvl + y2 (C.31)

Q'a2 =  (y2Qd - yiq32)/\Jy2 + y2 (C.32)

Q b l ii <
0 w (C.33)

Q b2 =  < r (C.34)

Ua 1 = - u d (C.35)

Ua 2 =  t/« (C.36)

ub 1 =  t/s2/3 (C.37)

Ub2

COiii (C.38)

U s =  ( y iU q z  + y3u z ) /y /y i  + yl (C.39)

U's ii 'S
'

CO ZJ\ 1 y \vz)/  J  y \  +  y\ (C.40)

Extensive mixing occurs between the charge + 2 /3  fermion states. Additionally, a 

tree level degeneracy occurs when the Yukawa couplings y2 and yz have approximately 

the same value. As such, the following analytic relations only hold when y2 and yz 

are distinct.

 ̂ V e w  (  2 cos (3y2 ^  rr vEW (  sin py2{2y\ -  y\) \  ^

**  =  '  T  \7 W T 7 i)  Te~ ~ U v i  + v M  +  vi)J 5
Ve w  ( ( c o s 2 ^ - 3 )y2 \̂ t2/3

p  V v ^ + i 3  )  6

V%w ( y l ^ v t  +  4(1 +  3 cos2P)y\yl +  (5 +  3 cos2(3)y$))\
P  \  +  v tW i +  y 2z)2
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7 ^ ( 2(y? j H r a j W ^  +  a - 3 c o s 2 ^ )

+ y % M  +  (3 cos2/3 -  7 )2/3 ) ) 71

T  -  V- ^ L  (  2cos^ i  ^  r  _  f  sinA /i(2yf + yf) \  r  
/  \  \ / y i 2 h- 2/2 /  6 /  v \/2/i + 2/K2/I — 2/3)/ 5

VEW f  ( c o s  2 / 3  -  3 ) 2 / ! ^  t 2 /3

p  \  VW+vl  )  b

VEW ( y i(% 2  -  4 (1 +  3 cos 2/3)2/12/1 +  (5 +  3 c o s 2 /3 )y ^ ) \

/ 2 V 4 (?/i +  2/2 ) (2/2 ~  vi)2 )

+ V i M  +  (7  -  3 cos 2/3)2/|)) *

/^ 2 /3  rp2/Z  | P E W  / • m  T">V6 = V  H— (sin p) T5

4vy  f Sin2 /3\  2/3 _  u|w. / y2{2y\ +  (2 +  3 sin2 /3)yf)\  

/ 2 V 2  /  / 2 \  v ^  +  y K y ^  +  J / i )  /

f y i ( ~ 2 y 2 +  ( 2  +  3 s i n 2 ^ ) 2 / ! ) \

/ 2 v v / y f + y f ( y 2 - vl) )

Q„ -  7- -  ^ ( s i n f l l f 5 +  H g : (  ™ W v l  -  y l ) \  t

/  A n ^ ( 2 v l  + vl)  ' \ T + % (3cos^ sin/3)7 ;
/  V \/y ?  +  y2(yl -  y2) /  / 2

(C.41)

(C.42)

(C.43)

(C.44)
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j e w  (  sm Z3 - X 2 y t { y l - y l ) 2 +  y \ ( h y l  +  2 y l y l  +  2 y l )
P  K z i y l - y l Y i y l  + y l)2 

+y2i ( - 2 y ty l  + 7 y h t  + 4y l ) ) ) T5 (c -45)

/  \ V y f  + y l )  f  \ v y l  + y i j  P

vl w  ( cos/3sin/% f(yf -  yf) +  y \ i j y \  -  y%))\
“  I  (vl + v D i v l - v i )  ) Ti (C '46)

Qd =  B  (C.47)

Q5/ 3 =  Tfc5/3 (C.48)

=  * _  (  2 sinfiVs \  t 2/3 _  VEW (  sin/3y3(2t/f - y \ )  \

U3 f  W y f  + v i )  6 f  W y i  + yKyl + y2) )

v 'ew  ( sin2 / 3 ( 8 y f  +  4y \ y \  +  5y |)y | \  + ^  ( 6 cos ft sin ^
/ 2 V 2(y? +  t/|)2(y? +  y|) /  / 2 y -x/l/i +  2/3 /  6

( si^2P y iy s i - i y h l  +  %3 +  2y\(y l  +  2y& )\  T  (CdQs
P  V (yl +  yl )2( - y 22 +  yl) )  5 1 ' ;

^  V E W f^ a ^ r r  , y£W sin /%j(2y2 -  yl)t/„ = r  — r  (cos« 7i + —  ^  + ^  + yl) j  (

/  s in (3yi(y2 +  2y2) \  / ( l +  4sin2/3)\  2/3

/  \ V / y f + ^ I ( - 2 / 2 + 2 / 1 ) /  5 / 2 V 2  /

G fo ?  +  !/?)2(</22 - ! / 32)2 (_2!/24(!/22 “  +  y' (_2!/2

+ 2(—1 +  3 cos 2/?)yfy3 +  ( - 5  +  3cos2/3)y|) -  y \y l{ ^ y t -
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( -7  +  1 5 c o s +  2(—1 +  3cos2/3)y^))) T

r 2/3 + (  2sin/9y! ^ ^ 2 sin /?y3 ^ , ,

T 1 7 5 F T 1  j r* + T  U n ^ J  “ ~p {2sm

( (y| -  2/Iy| +  S/l2(g/2 +  (~ 7 +  6cos2/3)yf))\
V 2(y2 +  y2) ( y f - y 2) ;
/ (y| ~  2/Iy| +  y l2(y| +  (~ 7 +  6cos2/3)yf))\  

/ 2 V 2(y2 +  y | ) ( y f - y f )  )

rp , 2 sin fiyx \  ^ 2/3 , vEw (  2 sin /?y3 \
5 ~ { 7 W t 7 J  > + ~ T \ 7 W w J

VE W ( 6 cos /? sin fiyi  ̂  _  v | ^  ^ sin2 /3yj(5y% -  4yfyf +  8y|)

f 2 V \A ?  +  J/! /  / 2 \  2 (y | -  y f)(y? +  yg)

v |w / sin2/3y!y3(4yi -  2y2y | +  y ? (7 y |+ 4 y |) ) '

/ 2 V (y? +  s/l)(2/i + vi)2

T6 + ^  (cos/3)T

t

v \ w  f  cos2 A  v 2e w  ( cos^sin/3(4y2 + 7y|)y3\
' / 2 V 2 )  6 (yf +  y D x / ^ I  ;

JE W cos/? sin /3yi(7y| -  4yf)

/ 2 V \ / y f T y f ( - y |  +  yg)

£

(C.50)

/?) 7?/3

(C.51)

n

(C.52)

(C.53)

(C.54)

rp5/3
1 b (C.55)



Appendix D

Generators o f 50(6) and 5(7(2)

Many calculations in the Bestest Little Higgs model depend on both the 6 x 6  gener

ators corresponding to the SU{2) subgroups of SO (6), and the SU (2) Pauli matrices. 

For completeness, these are included here.

The generators and Tg are:

( 0 0 0 1 0 0 ^ / 0 0 1 0 0 0 ^
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0

i 0 -1 0 0 0 0 i - l 0 0 0 0 01!
o II oz - l 0 0 0 0 0 z 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

V 0 0 0 0 0 ° J V 0 0 0 0 0 ° y

( 0 1 0 0 0 0 N / 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 ^
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

i 0 0 0 1 0 0 i 0 -1 0 0 0 0rpS
l L " o

II oz 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 z 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

V 0 0 0 0 0 0 J V 0 0 0 0 0 o j
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1r =

0 0 - 1  0 0 0

0 0 0 - 1  0 0

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0

r p 3  _
1 R  -  o

0 - 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 -1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

The Pauli matrices, r° , are:

(D-2)

Also of note, the following 2 x 6  matrix, is necessary to contract the S U (2) and 

S O (6) matrices for the explicit symmetry breaking terms in the scalar potential. [3]

—

0 0 1 * 0 0  

1 - i  0 0 0 0
(D.3)


